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Year 10 Summer 1 Knowledge Organiser 2021

Homework Timetable
You are expected to spend 30 minutes on each subject shown on your timetable each day.
Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work: half a page per subject.

You can use your KOs and
book in a variety of ways (see
next page) but you should not
just copy from the Knowledge
Organiser into your book.
Your teacher will tell you how
they would like you to use
your Knowledge Organiser
each week. These instructions
will appear on Class Charts.
You should always mark your
work using a different
coloured pen
Your teacher may follow up
your Knowledge Organiser
work with an online activity
that uses the knowledge you
have been studying.
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A Christmas Carol Knowledge Organiser
Section 1: Key Vocabulary
Tier 3
vocabulary

Definition

Capitalism

Trade and industry are
controlled by private owners
for profit, rather than by the
state

Socialism

An economic system where
everyone in the society equally
owns the factors of production.

Allegory

A story that can be interpreted
to reveal a hidden meaning,
typically a moral or political
one.

Stave

Dickens is acting as if the book
is a Christmas carol, and each
chapter is part of the song

Tier 2
vocabulary

Definition

Hostility

Unfriendliness or opposition

Responsibi
lity

Having a duty to deal with
something or of having control
over someone

Miser

Person who hoards wealth and
spends as little money as
possible.

Remorse

Deep regret or guilt Callous An
insensitive and cruel disregard
for others

Fate

The outcome of a situation for
someone or something

Redemptio
n

The action of saving or being
saved from sin, error, or evil.

Ignorance

Lack of knowledge or
information

Want

A desire to possess or do
(something); wish for

Hoard

A store of money or valued
objects, typically one that is
secret or carefully guarded

Ebenezer Scrooge
Miserly, solitary,
covetous, stubborn,
remorseful, redeemed

Bob Cratchit
Humble, devoted,
caring, loyal,
downtrodden

Fred
Persistent, forgiving,
hospitable, jovial,
empathetic

Jacob Marley
Terrifying, remorseful,
exhausted, tortured

Ghost of Christmas
Past
Irrepressible,
commanding,
illuminating,
ephemeral

Ghost of Christmas
Present
Jolly, jovial, angry,
judgmental,

Ghost of Christmas
Yet to Come
Foreboding,
Foreshadowing,
ominous, silent

Tiny Tim
Vulnerable, innocent,
pure, thoughtful

Key Themes:
Logic and Time
Scrooge’s sense of logic is continually disrupted,
helping to dismantle his cold and rational view of
society. He initially dismisses the supernatural
appearances, before then submitting to them. The
ghosts are late to visit him, and then distort time as
they seem to visit him all in one night – not over three
nights as planned. This discarding of logic reflects
Dickens’ criticism of the heartless economic logic that
was used to create the New Poor Law.
Compassion, forgiveness and Reclamation
Dickens uses different characters to demonstrate
compassion and forgiveness (Fred and Bob who feel
pity for him) and how these people lead happy lives. In
contrast, he shows the selfish nature of mankind in the
dark and sinister Stave Four. Fred shows compassion
and forgiveness in Stave Five by welcoming Scrooge in
for Christmas.
Poverty and Greed
Dickens wanted to highlight the plight of the poor in
Victorian England, and how they are exploited by the
greed of the wealthy. He used the harshness of winter
to further emphasise this. He also uses Scrooge as a
vehicle to show that financial wealth does not mean
contentment. Scrooge is impoverished in other ways
(family, friends, happiness).
Isolation versus Family
We learn quickly that Scrooge (‘solitary as an oyster’)
and Marley are isolated, and unhappy characters.
Scrooge was Marley’s ‘sole friend and sole mourner’.
The warmth and emotional richness of families (Bob
Cratchitt’s, Fred’s, his ex-finacee’s) are used as a
contrast to Scrooge’s self-determined isolation. The
disruption to Scrooge’s childhood family life may have
also contributed to his future behaviour. The message
may be that family is the cornerstone of a happy
society
Transformation
The novella contains many examples of
transformation: the transformation of young Scrooge
into an embittered old man; his transformation to a
benevolent man; the transformation of Marley from
selfish human to eternally suffering ghost;
supernatural transformation; the transformation of
the future – to save Scrooge and Tiny Tim. Dickens
message may have been that it is never too late to
change.

MATHS FOUNDATION Summer 2
Section A: Constructing Triangles
Side, Side, Side triangle
1. Draw the base of the triangle using
a ruler.
2. Open a pair of compasses to the
width of one side of the triangle.
3. Place the point on one end of the
line and draw an arc.
4. Repeat for the other side of the
triangle at the other end of the line.
Side, Angle Side triangles 1. Draw the base of the triangle using
a ruler.
2. Measure the angle required using a
protractor and mark this angle.
3. Remove the protractor and draw a
line of the exact length required in line
with the angle mark drawn.
Angle, Side, Angle triangles –
1. Draw the base of the triangle using
a ruler.
2. Measure one of the angles required
using a protractor and mark this angle.
3. Draw a straight line through this
point from the same point on the base
of the triangle.
Equilateral triangles 1. Draw the base
of the triangle using a ruler.
2. Open the pair of compasses to the
exact length of the side of the triangle.
3. Place the sharp point on one end of
the line and draw an arc.
4. Repeat this from the other end of
the line.

Section C: Loci

Section B : Bisectors
Angle Bisector
1. Place the sharp end of a pair of
compasses on the vertex.
2. Draw an arc, marking a point on
each line.
3. Without changing the compass
put the compass on each point
and mark a centre point where
two arcs cross over. 4. Use a ruler
to draw a line through the vertex
and centre point.
Perpendicular Bisector
1. Put the sharp point of a pair of
compasses on A.
2. Open the compass over half way
on the line.
3. Draw an arc above and below
the line. 4. Without changing the
compass, repeat from point B.
Perpendicular line from a point
1. Put the sharp point of a pair of
compasses on the point.
2. Draw an arc that crosses the
line twice.
3. Place the sharp point of the
compass on one of these points,
open over half way and draw an
arc above and below the line.
Perpendicular bisector through a
point on a line
1. Put the sharp point of a pair of
compasses on point R.
2. Draw two arcs either side of the
point of equal width (giving points
S and T) 3. Place the compass
on point S, open over halfway and
draw an arc above the line.
4. Repeat from the other arc on
the line (point T).
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Equidistant

Loci/Locus
Loci between two
points For the locus of
points closer to B than
A, create a
perpendicular bisector
between A and B and
shade the side closer
to B.
Loci around a point
For the locus of points
equidistant from A,
use a compass to draw
a circle, centre A.

Loci between two
lines
For the locus of points
equidistant to line X
and line Y, create an
angle bisector.
Loci of points around a
straight line
For the locus of points a
set distance from a line,
create two semi-circles
at either end joined by
two parallel lines.

A point is equidistant from a set
of objects if the distances
between that point and each of
the objects is the same.
A locus is a path of points that
follow a rule.

Year 10 Higher
Mathematics
Key Words

Population
Census
Sample
Bias
Random Sample
Strata

Histogram
A chart where the area of each bar represents the frequency
Frequency density - The height of each bar in a histogram
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ÷ 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ

Cumulative Frequency
• A graph with the data values on the x-axis and
cumulative frequency on the y-axis

•

Cumulative frequency is a running total of
frequencies
Cumulative frequency table
A table that shows how
many data items are less
than or equal to the upper
class boundary of each data
class

Stratified Sample
Sample
Population

X group Size

Frequency Polygon

• A graph made by plotting
the frequency against
midpoints of grouped data

Box Plot

Range is Max – Min

Always Compare a
measure of ‘spread’
and a value
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GCSE Biology (Combined and separates)
Section A: Respiration key definitions

Key word
Respiration
.Mitochondria

1

Plasma

Haemoglobin
Diffusion
Breathing

2

Oxygen debt
Aerobic
Anaerobic
Fermentation

Definition
A chemical process that breaks down
glucose to release energy in organisms
Site of respiration, releases energy
Transports glucose and blood cells around
the body in blood vessels
Chemical found inside red blood cells
which oxygen attached onto
Passive process where molecules move
from an area of high to low concentration
The mechanism of the lungs moving to
bring air into and out of the body
A lack of oxygen in the body which needs
to be repaid to break down toxic lactic
acid
In the presence of oxygen
In the absence of oxygen
Anaerobic respiration in plants

Section C: Exercise key terms and equation

Stroke volume
Volume of blood pumped out of the heart with each beat
Heart rate
The number of times the heart beats in 1 minute
Cardiac output
The volume of blood circulated by the heart in a given
time (stroke volume x heart rate)

Section B: Respiration equations
Aerobic respiration
Glucose + oxygen  carbon dioxide + water + energy
Anaerobic respiration in animals
Glucose  lactic acid + energy
Oxygen debt recovery
Lactic acid + oxygen  carbon dioxide + water
Anaerobic respiration in plants
Glucose  carbon dioxide + ethanol + energy.
Section D: Alveoli

Topic 4:
Respiration

GCSE Chemistry (Combined and separates)
Section C: Corrosion and properties of materials

Section A: Key Vocabulary

Metals are hard, malleable, shiny, sonorous, good conductors of heat and electricity and are
ductile. Pure metals can be too soft for everyday use and so we can make alloys by adding another
Tier 2
Definition
element. This stops the atoms from sliding over each so easily and so can make alloys harder, heat
Keywords
and corrosion resistant. Corrosion happens at the surface of a metal when it is exposed to both air
Embedded
Contained firmly within
and water. Corrosion of Iron and steel is called rusting.
Synthetic
A substance made to imitate a Corrosion prevention 1. Barrier. Paint/coat with plastic, electroplating with a less reactive metal
natural product
(Aluminium) or oiling/greasing moving parts 2. Sacrificial metal. More reactive metal
Tier 3
Definition
(zinc/magnesium)) placed on metal so water and oxygen react with that instead 3. A combination
of the first two methods: Galvanising. Spraying on a coat of a reactive metal (zinc). When the layer
Keywords
Electrolysis
The process of splitting up an is scratched it acts as a sacrificial metal around protecting the metal underneath.
ionic compound using
Section D: Ceramics, composites and polymers
electricity
Electrolyte
The liquid used in the process Ceramics are not made from carbon compounds. They are solid non-metals with high melting
points and make good insulators.
of electrolysis
Electrode
The conductor through which Clay is dug out of the ground and is soft. You can mould it into different shapes and fire it at high
the electricity leaves or enters temperatures to form a clay ceramic, useful for pottery and bricks.
Cathode
A negative electrode
Glass is generally transparent. It can be moulded when hot and is brittle when it is thin.
Soda lime glass (most glass) heat limestone, sand and sodium carbonate into the mixture melts.
Anode
A positive electrode
Borosilicate glass (high melting point glass) Made in the same way using a mixture of sand and
boron trioxide
Transparent
You can see through it
Composites are generally made of two different materials, one embedded in the other.
Fibres/fragments of one material (reinforcement) are surrounded by a matrix holding it together
Brittle
Delicate and easily broken
(binder). The composite properties depend the materials it is made from.
Section B: Finite and renewable
Fibreglass- Glass fibres embedded in a polymer (plastic) matrix (Low density like plastic but strong
resources. Reduce, reuse recycle
like glass e.g. skis, boats, surfboards)
We get a lot of resources from the Earth. Some Carbon fibre- A polymer matrix containing long chains carbon atoms bonded together (fibres) or
natural products can be replaced with
carbon nanotubes (very strong and light egg. aerospace and sports cars)
synthetic products e.g.. Natural rubber from
Concrete - Aggregate (mixture of sand and gravel ) embedded in cement (very strong so ideal as
the tree being replaced with polymers.
building material)
Renewable resources such as fresh water, food Wood- A natural composite of cellulose fibres held together by an organic cellular matrix (strong
and timber will renew similar to at the speed
with other properties determined by type of tree)
that we use them if we don’t overuse.. Many
Polymers These long chained molecules can be natural like silk or cotton or synthetic like plastics.
finite resources like fossil fuels, nuclear fuel
The bonds inside the chains (intramolecular) are very strong. Properties of these plastics depend
(e.g. uranium and plutonium) metals and
what it’s made from and how it’s made. e.g. Changing the reaction conditions of making polyethene
mineral from the Earth aren’t formed quickly
can make flexible, low density, or rigid, high density plastics.
enough at the speed we are using them.
Low density polyethene- made from ethane at moderate temp and pressure with a catalyst
The processes used to create products also use High density polyethene- made from ethane at lower temp and pressure with a different catalyst
a lot of energy and water. We have to balance Changing the repeating units (monomers) that the polymers) are made from change the strength of
social, economic and environmental effects of bonds made.
extracting resources. Reducing our use of
Thermosoftening polymers The forces between (intermolecular) the chains are weak so can be
products, reusing or repurposing them and
easily overcome. You can melt and remould these plastics.
recycling when we are finally done with them Thermosetting polymers have monomers that make cross links between the chains. They are held
can save energy and waste.
together strongly so won’t soften when heated but will char (burn) They are strong hard and rigid.

Using Resources (part 2)
and Electrolysis
Section E: Electrolysis of molten compounds
Electrolysis is the splitting apart of an ionic substance using
electricity. This works with a molten or dissolved compound
because the ions are free to move and carry electrical charge.
The electric current enters and leaves the substance
(electrolyte) by conducting rods called electrodes. Electrodes
are made from inert materials. Negative ions (anions) move to
the positive electrode (anode) and postive ions (cations)
move to the negative electrode (cathode)
Remember…
PANIC
Positive
Anode
Negative
Is
Cathode

The metal is formed at the negative electrode because that is
where the positive metal ions are attracted
The non-metal element is formed at the positive
electrode where the negative non-metal ions are attracted
REDOX – reduction and oxidation: During electrolysis some
ions will gain electrons and others will lose electrons.
e.g. for Calcium oxide CaO  2Ca + O2
2O2–  O2 + 4e–
2Ca2+ + 4e-  Ca

Section F: Electrolysis of aqueous compounds
For aqueous solutions the water can get involved. Gases may
be given off or metals deposited at the electrodes.
If the metal is more reactive than hydrogen in the reactivity
series, then hydrogen will be produced at the cathode
instead of the metal. At the anode, oxygen will be produced
unless the electrolyte contains a halide, in which the halide
will be produced instead.

GCSE Physics (Combined and separates)
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

Alternating
current (ac)
Direct
current (dc)

Current that constantly
changes direction.
Current that flows in one
direction.

Electric field

The area around a charged
object where its force can be
felt. The field is strongest
when close to the charged
object.

Mains
electricity
National
Grid

Static
electricity

Step - down
transformer
Step - up
transformer

UK mains electricity is an ac
supply (used when plugging
appliances in). It is 230V and
has a frequency of 50 Hz.
A system of cables and
transformers linking power
stations to consumers
When two insulating
materials are rubbed
together, the friction causes
electrons to move from one
object to the other. The
object that loses electrons
becomes positively charged.
The objects that gains
electrons becomes
negatively charged.
Used to decrease the
potential difference.
Used to increase the
potential difference.

Section B: AC/DC and Mains

Electricity
(part 2)

Section E: National grid
The National Grid is a system of cables and transformers
linking power stations to consumers.
Electrical power is transferred from power stations to
consumers using the National Grid.
The national grid is an efficient way to transfer energy
because it reduces heating losses. (P = I2R)

Mains electricity is an AC supply. In the UK the domestic
electricity supply has a frequency of 50 Hz and is about 230 V.
Section C: Plugs
Live wire (blue) – carries
the current from the
supply to the appliance.
Potential difference
between the live wire
and earth is 230V.
Neutral wire (brown) –
completes the circuit by carrying the current from the
appliance back to the supply. The neutral wire is at or close to
0V.
Earth wire (green & yellow) - safety wire which stops the
appliance becoming live. The earth wire is at 0V. It only
carries current if there is a fault.
Section D: Power Equations
the power transfer in any circuit device is related to the
potential difference across it and the current through it, and
to the energy changes over time:
Power = 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 × 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃 = 𝑉𝐼
Power = 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 2 × 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃 = 𝐼2 𝑅
Energy = 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐸 = 𝑃𝑡
power, P, in watts, W
potential difference, V, in volts, V
current, I, in amperes, A (amp is acceptable for ampere)
resistance, R, in ohms, Ω
energy transferred, E, in joules, J
time, t, in seconds, s

Section F: Static electricity (Physics)
When certain insulating materials are
rubbed against each other they become
electrically charged. Negatively charged
electrons are rubbed off one material
and on to the other. The material that
gains electrons becomes negatively
charged. The material that loses
electrons is left with an equal positive
charge.
When two electrically charged objects are brought close together
they exert a force on each other. Two objects that carry the same
type of charge repel. Two objects that carry different types of
charge attract. Attraction and repulsion between two charged
objects are examples of non-contact force.

HISTORY
What were the economic policies of the Nazis?
How many
people were
unemployed
in 1933?
How did the
Nazis lower
unemployme
nt?

6 million

RAD – men aged 18-25 had to spend 6 months working on
public schemes. Public Work Schemes – 100,000 employed
to build the new autobahns (motorways). Schools and
hospitals were also built creating jobs

How did the Nazis control Germany?
How did the Nazis use fear to control Germany?
Gestapo

Secret Police. Spied on people, listened to phone calls and opened mail. Relied on a huge
network of informers. Children encouraged to report on their parents and teachers.

Police and Courts

Ordinary police continued their normal work but ignored crimes committed by Nazis. New
laws meant that the death penalty could be given for telling and anti-Hitler joke.

The SS

Black shirts. Hitler’s bodyguard led by Himmler. Divided into three sections – security, an
elite unit in the army and the Death’s Head units who ran the concentration camps.

The Concentration
Camps

Large prisons where ‘enemies of the state’ could be held. Anyone the Nazis didn’t like were
sent there – Jews, Gypsies, political opponents. Inmates were forced to work hard
sometimes to death.

Rearmament – Jobs created in industries. Conscription
created jobs in the army. Within 5 years it grew from
100,000 to 1.4 million.
Invisible unemployment – Women and Jews did not count
as unemployed. Part-time employed counted as full time
employed.

Who ran the
economy?

1933 – Schacht
1936 – Schacht was sacked and replaced with Goring

What were
the four year
plans?
How did the
Nazis help
farmers?

Designed to get Germany ready for war. High targets in
military industries. Tried to make Germany self sufficient
e.g coffee from acorns, petrol from coal.
Cut taxes for farmers.
Stopped them losing their land when in debt.
Kept farms large (which annoyed some farmers)

How were the Nazis opposed?
Edelweiss Pirates

Refused to join Hitler Youth. Attacked Hitler Youth Groups. Some were executed for an attack
on the Gestapo

Swing Movement

Listened to American jazz and had Jewish friends.

The White Rose Group

University students who produced anti-Nazi leaflets. Led by a brother and sister who were both
executed by the Nazis

The July Bomb Plot

A bomb planted by a group of army generals in 1944 in a meeting Hitler was attending.

Moaning/Grumbling
Passive Resistance

Many people moaned or made fun of the Nazis but only in their own homes

The Church

Some Germans publicly showed they didn’t support the Nazis by refusing to follow rules e.g not
giving the Heil Hitler salute.
Initially supportive of the Nazis some priests made an effort to speak out against the Nazis e.g
Archbishop Galen and Niemoller

How did the Nazis create and use propaganda?
Newspapers

Mass Rallies

Only stories showing the Nazis as good were
published. There were negative stories about the
Jews.
Huge rallies to showcase how impressive and
well organised the Nazis were.

Books,
Theatre and
Music
Radio

Writers forced to praise Hitler. Books that did
not were publicly burnt.

Films

All films had to show the Nazis in a good way and
enemies in a bad way.

Sport and
Leisure

1936 Berlin Olympics used to showcase both
physical strength of Germans and technological
progress of Germany.

Nazis controlled all radio stations. Cheap radios
sold. Loudspeakers placed in the streets.

To what extent did the Church support the Nazis?
Signed a Concordat (an agreement) to not interfere
Catholic
with each other. Later Catholic priests were arrested as
Church

German
Christians
Confessional
Church

Hitler felt they listened to the Pope more than him.
Some priest spoke out against Nazi policies such as
Euthanasia e.g Archbishop Galen
Supported Hitler. Often wore Nazi Uniforms. ‘the
swastika on our chests and the Cross in our hearts’

Led by Martin Niemoller. They openly criticised the
Nazis. The Nazis arrested 800 pastors. Niemoller sent to
a concentration camp and the Confessional Church was
banned.

HISTORY
How did the Nazis policy affect Women?
Increase the
Birth Rate

Reduce
Unemployment

Introduce
traditional
values

Contraception and abortion banned
Mother Cross Medal awarded to mothers who had
large families
Lebensborn programme led to 8000 children being
born
3KS – Kinder, Kirche and Kuche – Children, Church
and Cooking
Women with hereditary diseases were forcibly
sterilised.
SUCCESS: Birth rate increased by about 500,000 a
year by 1939
Women were discouraged from getting a job.
Women who had worked as doctors, teachers and
lawyers were sacked.
PARTIAL SUCCESS: Removing women from the
workplace did create jobs for unemployed men
however, when war broke out and men joined the
army the government need women back in the
workplace. Many found this difficult as they now
had large families at home to care for. Unlike GB
Women were not called up to work.
Women were banned from smoking or wearing
make-up
Wearing trousers or high hells were discouraged.
Propaganda reinforced the image of a more natural
women.
The German Women’s League coordinated women’s
movements and promoted cooking, childcare and
healthy eating.

How did the Nazis policies impact German People?
How did Hitler control the Young?
Hitler Youth

German League
of Maidens
School

Established in 1922 for boys. Taught Nazi ideas and beliefs and military skills e.g Knife skills, shooting and fitness.
Long marches and attended camps. Prepared for future as soldiers. 1933 Hitler banned all other youth clubs. In
1936 it was given equal importance to school. In 1939 it was made compulsory.
Young were easier for the Nazis to manipulate and indoctrinate
Still went on tough marches and weekend camps. Mainly taught to cook and keep fit. Taught Nazi beliefs and
idea but also how to be good wives and mothers.
Curriculum changed to focus on Nazi ideas. Race Studies introduced. Other subjects altered to brainwash
students. History focused on great German victories, Geography on countries the Germans would conquer.
Science on weapon making and chemical warfare. Textbooks were rewritten. Old textbooks were burnt. AntiNazi teachers were sacked.
Special schools were set up to develop future leaders of the Nazi regime

How did the Nazis control the Workers?

How did Nazi policies control minorities?
Nazis used concentration camps to hold people that they
considered ‘enemies of the state’. These included:
Jews, Homosexuals, Gypsies, Communists, Ethnic Minorities,
Political Opponents
Key Policies Against the Jews
Jan
1934

All Jewish shops marked with a star of David

Sept
1935

The Nuremburg Laws – banned intermarriage and
introduced controls on Jewish life.

Nov
1938

Jewish Children banned from schools
Kristallnacht – Jewish businesses and synagogues
attacked. Jewish men taken to concentration camps

1942

Wannsee Conference – Meeting where ‘The Final
Solution’ was discussed and plans for the death
camps were made.

Created
jobs

Army increased
Weapons production created jobs
Public Work Schemes – Schools,
hospitals and roads were built.
Women were sacked from jobs.

Improved
working
conditions

Beauty of Labour – improved working
environment by introducing better
lighting, low-cost canteens and sports
facilities. .

Offered
incentives
for hard
work

Strength Through Joy (KDF) – Reward
scheme that offered cheap holidays
and tickets to the theatre or football
matches for workers who hit their
target.
Also save for a car (Never materialized
due to the war.)
Did workers No: Workers lost their rights because
benefit
trade unions were banned. Wages did
overall
not rise. Workers could not quit
from Nazi
without the government’s permission.
policies?
Workers worked long hours.
YES: KDF did provide rewards but
many holidays were still too
expensive for most workers

GCSE Geography – Consuming energy resources
Key term
Biofuels
Black gold
Combined
heat and
power (CHP)
generator
Energy
diversification
Energy
security
Flow resource

Fossil fuels

Fracking

Geothermal
Hydro-electric
power (HEP)
Peak oil

Recyclable

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Definition
Any kind of fuel made from living things, or from
the waste they produce.
A term used for oil, as it is regarded as such a
valuable commodity.
An efficient method of generating electricity and
using the heat from the process.

Getting energy from a variety of different sources
to increase energy security.
Having access to reliable and affordable sources of
energy.
Resources such as wind, HEP or tidal energy that is
used as it occurs and then replaced.
A natural fuel found underground, buried within
sedimentary rock in the form of coal, oil or natural
gas.
A process that involves drilling down into the Earth
and using a high-pressure water mixture to release
gas trapped inside rock.
Heat from inside the Earth.
The use of fast flowing water to turn turbines
which produce electricity.
The theoretical point at which half of the known
reserves of oil in the world have been used.

Section C: Pattern of global oil
consumption

•
•

The estimated amount of resources left which can
be extracted.
Stock resource A non-renewable resource like coal that can be
used only once, so will eventually run out.
Strip mining
(or open-pit, opencast or surface mining) involves
digging large holes in the ground to extract ores
and minerals that are close to the surface.
Sediment that is mixed with oil, can be mined to
extract oil to be used as fuel.

Section D: Why do oil prices change?
Oil supply and prices are closely linked and can fluctuate for
a number of reasons.
Generally, periods of oversupply can cause prices to fall and
periods of undersupply can cause prices to increase.
There are two main reasons why oil prices change:
• Changing international relations (conflicts,
diplomatic relations)
• Economic factors (periods of recession versus
boom, over or under supply).

Examples include:
• Short-term spikes in oil price can be caused by disruptions
to supply, such as the 2010 oil spill caused by an explosion
on a BP oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico.
• During periods of recession, such as after 2008, economies
slowed down and consumers bought fewer goods. There
was less demand for oil and prices fell.

•

•

•

Energy resources, such as biofuels and nuclear, that
can be reused, so will last into the future.

Reserve

Tar sands

Section B: Energy resource classifications
Energy
Definition
Examples
type
NonThese are being • Fossil fuels
renewable used up and
e.g. coal, oil
cannot be
and natural
replaced. They
gas
are sometimes
called finite
resources.
Renewable These will never • Wind
run out and can
energy
be used over
• Solar
and over again.
energy
• Hydroelectr
ic power
Recyclable These provide
• Nuclear
energy from
power
sources that can • Biofuels
be recycled or
reused.

•

•

Section E: Effects of exploiting isolated areas for oil
Advantages
Disadvantages
Countries with oil and gas
• Any damage from an
reserves can save money by
accident or leak can be
reducing energy imports.
long-lasting and difficult to
Oil and gas companies bring
clean up.
investment and jobs to an
• Opening up isolated areas
area.
with roads and industry
There are large areas of gas
increases air pollution and
and oil that haven’t yet
can pollute soils and water.
been used, all of which can • The cost of constructing
be used to help meet the
new facilities are high. The
rising demand.
remote locations makes it
Countries with oil and gas
more expensive to build
can make money from
and operate.
exporting energy. This in
• In order to reach new
turn can boost the economy
reserves, land may have to
of an area.
be cleared to make way for
pipelines and roads. This
can disrupt fragile
12
ecosystems and cause a loss
of biodiversity.

GCSE Geography – Consuming energy resources

•

Section F: Unconventional oil and gas reserves
Shale gas - Fracking
Tar sands
Fracking, or hydraulic fracturing, is the process of
• Tar sands (also known as oil sands) are a mixture of
extracting natural gas from shale rock layers deep within
mostly sand, clay, water, and a thick, molasses-like
the earth. Fracking makes it possible to produce natural
substance called bitumen. Bitumen is made of
gas in shale areas that were once unreachable with
hydrocarbons—the same molecules in liquid oil—and is
conventional technologies.
used to produce gasoline and other petroleum products.

•

Horizontal drilling allows for the injection of highly
pressurised fracking fluids into the shale area.

•

This creates new channels within the rock from which
natural gas is extracted at higher than traditional rates

•

Section G: Improving energy efficiency in homes

Common extraction methods include surface mining—
where the extraction site is excavated—and “in-situ”
mining, where steam is used to liquefy bitumen deep
underground. The largest deposits of tar sands are found
in Alberta, Canada.

Section H: Energy futures

Section I:

The IEA (International Energy Agency) put forward two
possibilities to show how global use of energy could be in
the future:
Business as usual – this assumes that the world will continue
to rely on fossil fuels as the main source of energy, with oil
production and natural gas increasing just to meet extra
demand.
A sustainable future – more countries would adopt
renewables and rely on mixed energy supplies in order to
reduce CO2 emissions as a way of combating impacts of
climate change.

1.

2.

3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Section J: Why are attitudes changing?
Rising affluence - although rising incomes increase energy demand,
they can also encourage alternative sources because more people
support the investment needed for clean and sustainable energy.
Environmental concerns – greater research and awareness of the
impact fossil fuels are having on the world’s environments, particularly
on climate change, has led to worldwide demands for a rapid shift to
sustainable energy production and use.
Education – improving people’s awareness of the need for more
sustainable energy is an important goal for international organisations.
Schools and young people have a key role in preparing for a more
sustainable energy future.

Exam questions
Assess the reasons why opinions about the use of renewable energy vary (8)
Assess the following statement ‘ordinary people hold the key to solving the energy issues of the world (8)
Explain why some homeowners are in favour of lowering their eco and carbon footprints, while others are
against it (4)
Explain how organisations have a responsibility to lower their carbon and eco-footprints (6)
Explain how education is helping to change people’s views about energy (4)
13

SPANISH – Foundation Tier
Section A – Key vocabulary
el adolescente = teenager
el amor = love el apellido = last name
el aspect = appearance
el bebé = baby besar = to kiss
el beso = kiss
el cariño = affection
casado = married roto = broken
el casamiento = wedding solo = alone
casarse = to get married salir = to go out
el compañero = friend
comprender = to understand
la comprensión = understanding (noun)
conocer = to know el consejo = advice
cuidar = to look after los parientes=relatives
dar las gracias = to thank romper = to break
dar un paseo/una vuelta = to go for a
stroll/ride soltero = single (not married)
discutir = to discuss la disputa = argument
echar de menos = to miss someone
la edad = age
enamorado = in love
enamorarse = to fall in love
encontrar(se) = to meet with someone
la felicidad = happiness
la fiesta = party la gente = people
los hijos = children el hombre = man
el invitado = guest joven = young
juntos = together la juventud = youth
llamarse = to be called
llevarse bien/mal con = to get on
(well/badly) with someone
el marido = husband sonreírse = to smile
el matrimonio = marriage
el miembro = member
la mujer = wife; woman el niño = child
el nombre = name el novio = boyfriend
el ocio/tiempo libre = free time
la pelea = fight
pelear(se) = to fight
perdonar = to forgive el recuerdo = memory
reírse = to laugh la reunión = get-together
el sentimiento = feeling

Section B – Ideal partner
alegre / feliz = happy
amable = kind
amistoso = friendly
animado = lively
antipático = unpleasant
cariñoso = affectionate
comprensivo = understanding
débil = weak
deportivo = sporty
egoísta = selfish
formal = polite
fuerte = strong
gracioso = funny
guapo = good-looking
hablador = talkative
honrado = honest
loco = mad
maduro = mature
maleducado = rude
perezoso = lazy
rico = wealthy
el sentido del humor = sense of
humour
serio = serious
simpático = kind
triste = sad
valiente = brave

Section D – Using y and que to
form longer sentences
y = and que = that, which, who
E.g. Mi hermano, que se llama
Bob, es muy honesto y también
es maduro. = My brother, who is
called Bob, is very honest and
also is mature.

Theme 1: Marriage and
relationships

Section C – Possessive adjectives
Possessive adjectives are words that indicate who something or someone belongs
to. They must agree with the word that follows.
masc

fem

masc pl

fem pl

My

mi

mis

Your

tu

tus

His/Her/It’s

su

sus

Our

nuestro

nuestra

nuestros

nuestras

Your

vuestro

vuestra

vuestros

vuestras

Their

su

Section D – The near future tense
The near future tense describes
something that you are going to do. Use
the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ followed by a
then an infinitive (AR, ER or IR) verb.
E.g. Voy a bailar. = I’m going to dance.
Vamos a casarnos. = We are going to get
married.
IR

infinitive

yo

voy

tú

vas

AR, ER or
IR verb.

él/ella

va

nosotros

vamos

vosotros

vais

ellos/ellas

van

a

E.g.
hablar
comer
vivir

sus
Section D – Key questions
¿Tienes novio/a? = Do you have a
boy/girlfriend?
¿Cómo es tu pareja ideal? = What’s your
ideal partner like?
¿Te gustaría casarte en el futuro? =
Would you like to get married in the
future?
¿Tener una familia es importante para
ti? = Is having a family important to you?
Section E – Star phrase
Use ‘me hace’ meaning ‘he/she/it
makes me’ followed by one fo the
following to share your emotions.
feliz = happy triste = sad
(son)reír = laugh(smile) llorar = cry
E.g. Mi novio me hace reír. = My
boyfriend makes me laugh. 14

SPANISH – Foundation Tier
Section A – Key vocabulary
accede = to access
el archive = file
arroba = @
borrar = to erase
el buzón = mail box
cargar = load
colgar = to put (photos on social media
el correo basura = spam
el correo electrónico = email
crear = to create
descargar = to download
el disco duro = hard drive
enviar = to send
funcionar = to work
grabar = to record
guarder = to save
hablar = to speak
mandar = to send
el mensaje (de texto) = text (message)
el muro = wall
navegar = to surf
el ordenador = computer
la pantalla = screen
periódico (digital) = (digital) newspaper
el portátil (ordenador) = laptop
publicar = to publish
el punto = dot, full stop
puntocom = .com
el ratón = mouse
recibir = to receive
la red = network
la red social = social network
la revista (digital) = (digital) magazine
el riesgo = risk
la sala de chat = chat room
el teclado = keyboard
el videojuego = video game

Theme 1: Technology

Section C – Perfect tense

Section D – Por and para

Use the perfect tense to say you have
done something. Use the verb haber
followed by a past participle as
follows:

Por and para often get confused by people learning Spanish as in English we tend
to use the word ‘for’ for both when translating.

Pronoun

Haber

Past
participle

yo

he

tú

has

él/ella

ha

nosotros

hemos

Take the
infinitive
verb and
take off
the ending.
Add the
following
endings.
AR – ado
ER/IR – ido

vosotros

habéis

ellos/ellas

han

POR

PARA

per – Mando veinte mensajes por
día = I sent 20 messages per day

for someone – He comprado un móvil
para mi hija = I have bought a mobile
for my daughter

in exchange for – He cambiado el
ordenador por una tableta = I have
changed the computer for a tablet

in order to – Uso internet para hacer
los deberes = I use the internet for
doing my homework

with morning, afternoon, night =
Envío textos por la noche = I send
texts at night

Section F – Using the internet
Descargo música = I download music
Mando correos electrónicos = I send
E.g. He mandado un correo
emails
electrónico. = I have sent an email.
Hemos decidido hablar por móvil. = We Envío mensajes de texto = I sent texts
Leo un periódico digital = I read a
have decided to talk on the phone.
newspaper online
Section B – Más and menos
Chateo cen una sala de chat = I chat in a
chat room
You can compare two things using
Hago mis deberes = I do my homework
más and menos que. To form a
Subo fotos en redes sociales = I upload
comparison follow this structure:
photos on social networks
First thing + es/son + más/menos +
Section G – Star phrase
adjective + que + second thing.
Use these sentence starters to cheat
Remember that the adjective must
with
your tenses! Add an infinitive to
agree with the gender and quantity
each starter to continue your sentence.
of the first noun.
E.g. Los discos son menos caros que los Suelo = I tend to
Solía = I used to
DVDs. = CDs are less expensive than
Acabo de = I have just
DVDs.
Quiero = I want to

Section E – Present continuous
Use the present continuous to say that
you are currently doing something.
You need the verb ESTAR in the
present tense followed by the gerund
(ing) as follows:
Pronoun

ESTAR

Gerund

yo

está

tú

estás

él/ella

está

nosotros

estamos

vosotros

estáis

ellos/ellas

están

Take the
infinitive
verb and
take off
the
ending.
Add the
following
endings.
AR – ando
ER/IR –
iendo

E.g. Estoy hablando = I am talking.
Están viendo la televisión = they are
watching the TV
15

SPANISH – Higher Tier
Section A – Key vocabulary
el adolescente = teenager
el amor = love el apellido = last name
el aspect = appearance
el bebé = baby besar = to kiss
el beso = kiss
el cariño = affection
casado = married roto = broken
el casamiento = wedding solo = alone
casarse = to get married salir = to go out
el compañero = friend
comprender = to understand
la comprensión = understanding (noun)
conocer = to know el consejo = advice
cuidar = to look after los parientes=relatives
dar las gracias = to thank romper = to break
dar un paseo/una vuelta = to go for a
stroll/ride soltero = single (not married)
discutir = to discuss la disputa = argument
echar de menos = to miss someone
la edad = age
enamorado = in love
enamorarse = to fall in love
encontrar(se) = to meet with someone
la felicidad = happiness
la fiesta = party la gente = people
los hijos = children el hombre = man
el invitado = guest joven = young
juntos = together la juventud = youth
llamarse = to be called
llevarse bien/mal con = to get on
(well/badly) with someone
el marido = husband sonreírse = to smile
el matrimonio = marriage
el miembro = member
la mujer = wife; woman el niño = child
el nombre = name el novio = boyfriend
el ocio/tiempo libre = free time
la pelea = fight
pelear(se) = to fight
perdonar = to forgive el recuerdo = memory
reírse = to laugh la reunión = get-together
el sentimiento = feeling

Section B – Higher vocab
acoger = to receive
aconsejar = to advise
acordar = to agree on
agradecer = to thank
aguantar = to bear
el anillo = ring avaro = mean
el apodo = nickname
atrevido = cheeky
la boda = wedding
callado = quiet vago = idle
celoso = jealous cortés = polite
cita = date cobarde = coward
comprometerse = to get
engaged
el compromiso = engagement
la confianza = trust
confiar = to trust
cuidadoso = careful
los demás = other people
despedir(se) = to say goodbye
disculpar(se) = to apologise
educado = polite
el esposo = husband
el estado civil = marital status
el género = gender
glotón = greedy torpe = clumsy
el hogar = home llorar = to cry
maltratar = to mistreat
el maltrato = mistreatment
el muchacho = lad
ocuparse de = to look after
orgulloso = proud
parecerse a = to look like
la pareja = couple; partner
relacionarse con = to make
contact with
seguro de sí mismo = selfassured
sensible sensitive

Theme 1: Marriage and
relationships

Section C – Irreguular adjectives
Normally you change the ending of an adjective from o (masculine) to a (feminine).
Some adjectives are irregular and don’t end in o in their masculine form. Some
adjectives that end in a consonant must have an a added to make them feminine
and es to make them masculine and plural. Here are some common irregular
adjectives.

English

masc

fem

masc pl

fem pl

Spanish

español

española

españoles

españolas

Chatty

hablador

habladora

habladores

habladoras

Greedy

glotón

glotona

glotones

glotonas

German

alemán

alemana

alemanes

alemanas

Section D – The near future tense
The near future tense describes
something that you are going to do. Use
the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ followed by a
then an infinitive (AR, ER or IR) verb.
E.g. Voy a bailar. = I’m going to dance.
Vamos a casarnos. = We are going to get
married.
IR

infinitive

yo

voy

tú

vas

AR, ER or
IR verb.

él/ella

va

nosotros

vamos

vosotros

vais

ellos/ellas

van

a

E.g.
hablar
comer
vivir

Section D – Key questions
¿Tienes novio/a? = Do you have a
boy/girlfriend?
¿Cómo es tu pareja ideal? = What’s your
ideal partner like?
¿Te gustaría casarte en el futuro? =
Would you like to get married in the
future?
¿Tener una familia es importante para
ti? = Is having a family important to you?
Section E – Star phrase
Use ‘me hace’ meaning ‘he/she/it
makes me’ followed by one fo the
following to share your emotions.
feliz = happy triste = sad
(son)reír = laugh(smile) llorar = cry
E.g. Mi novio me hace reír. = My
boyfriend makes me laugh. 16

SPANISH – Higher Tier
Section A – Key vocabulary
accede = to access
el archive = file
arroba = @
borrar = to erase
el buzón = mail box
cargar = load
colgar = to put (photos on social media
el correo basura = spam
el correo electrónico = email
crear = to create
descargar = to download
el disco duro = hard drive
enviar = to send
funcionar = to work
grabar = to record
guarder = to save
hablar = to speak
mandar = to send
el mensaje (de texto) = text (message)
el muro = wall
navegar = to surf
el ordenador = computer
la pantalla = screen
periódico (digital) = (digital) newspaper
el portátil (ordenador) = laptop
publicar = to publish
el punto = dot, full stop
puntocom = .com
el ratón = mouse
recibir = to receive
la red = network
la red social = social network
la revista (digital) = (digital) magazine
el riesgo = risk
la sala de chat = chat room
el teclado = keyboard
el videojuego = video game

Theme 1: Technology

Section C – Perfect tense

Section D – Present continuous

Section E – Verbs with prepositions

Use the perfect tense to say you have
done something. Use the verb haber
followed by a past participle as
follows:

Use the present continuous to say that you
are currently doing something. You need
the verb ESTAR in the present tense
followed by the gerund (ing) as follows:

Some verbs in Spanish have to be
followed by a preposition. Here are
the most common:
empezar a = to start to
ayudar a = to help to
atreverse a = to dare to
acabar de = to have just done
tratar de = to try to
dejar de = to stop doing something
insistir en = to insist on
consistir en = to consist of
soñar con = to dream of/about
E.g. Skype me ayuda a comunicarme
con mis parientes que viven al
extranjero. = Skype helps me to
communicate with my relatives who
live abroad.
Sueño con comprar un iPad = I dream
about buying an iPad.

Pronoun

Haber

yo

he

tú

has

él/ella

ha

nosotros

hemos

vosotros

habéis

ellos/ellas

han

Past
participle
Take the
infinitive
verb and
take off
the ending.
Add the
following
endings.
AR – ado
ER/IR – ido

E.g. He mandado un correo
electrónico. = I have sent an email.
Hemos decidido hablar por móvil. = We
have decided to talk on the phone.

Section B – Higher vocabulary
adjuntar = to attach
el buscador = search engine
la contraseña = password
desactivar = to block (screen)
el guión = hyphen
la guión bajo = underscore
la herramienta = tool
inalámbrico = wireless
el internauta = Internet user
el marcador = bookmark
el navegador = browser
la portada = homepage
el reproductor = widget
el servidor de seguridad = firewall
el usuario = user

Pronoun

ESTAR

Gerund

yo

está

tú

estás

él/ella

está

nosotros

estamos

vosotros

estáis

ellos/ellas

están

Take the
infinitive
verb and
take off the
ending.
Add the
following
endings.
AR – ando
ER/IR –
iendo

E.g. Estoy hablando = I am talking. Están
viendo la televisión = they are watching the
TV
Section G – Star
Section F – Cuyo
phrase
Cuyo means ‘whose’. It has to agree with the noun that comes
Use these sentence
after it. The ending changes depending on the gender and the
starters to cheat
quantity of the thing that comes after it: cuyo/a/s
with your tenses!
E.g. Mi hermano, cuyo móvil tiene muchas apps… = My brother,
Add an infinitive to whose mobile has many apps… (mobile is masc)
each starter to
Mi amiga, cuya madre no le permite salir al parque… = My friend,
continue your
whose mum doesn’t allow her to go out to the park… (mum is fem)
sentence.
Mi padre, cuyos correos electrónicos desaparecieron… = My dad,
Suelo = I tend to
whose emails disappeared… (emails are masc pl)
Solía = I used to
Me gustan esas tabletas cuyas pantallas son pequeñas = I like
Acabo de = I have
those tablets whose screens are small (screens are fem pl)
just
17
Quiero = I want to

FRENCH - Foundation tier
Section A - Vocabulary
l’adolescent = the teenager
l’adulte = the adulte
avoir de l’humeur = to have the mood
avoir des enfants = to have children
la beauté physique = physical beauty
le centre d’intérêt = the centre of interest
les cheveux = hair
la compagnie = the company
fantastique = fantastic
la fille = the girl
le garçon = boy
grand = big / tall
des verres / des lunettes = glasses
se marier = to marry
pareil = same
small / short = petit
porter = to wear / to carry
des qualités personnelles = personal qualities
rencontrer = to meet
les yeux = eyes
à mon avis = in my opinion
adopter = to adopt
la carrière = career
célibataire = single / unmarried
le divorce = divorce
l’église = church
ensemble = together
la famille nombreuse = large family
la femme / l’épouse = wife
les fiançailles (f) = engagement
le / la fiancé (e) = fiancé
garder = to keep
heureux-se = happy
l’homme (m) = man
jeune = young
la liberté = freedom
libre = free
le mari = husband
le monde = world
religieux-se = religious
rêve = dream
la robe blanche = white dress
séparé(e) = separated

Section C – Immediate Future VS Simple Future
tense
The Immediate Future tense: to express future
plans
Present tense of the verb ‘aller’ (to go) +
infinitive
Present tense of ‘aller’= Je vais/tu vas/il,elle,on
va/nous allons/vous allez/ils,elles vont
Eg: Je vais rencontrer mon petit copain= I am
going to meet my boyfriend.
With reflexive verbs, the reflexive pronoun
(me/se/se/nous/vous) has to match the subject.
Je vais me marier = I am going to get married.
The Simple Future tense: to talk about what
will happen.
Infinitive + correct endings (ai / as / a / ons / z
/ ont)
Eg: Je trouverai le prince charmant = I will find
the charming prince.
Section B – Key questions
Tu as un petit ami / petite amie?= Do you have a
boyfriend/girlfriend?
Elle / Il est comment? = how is she / he?
Tu voudrais te marier? / Si oui, à quel âge? =
Would you like to get married? / If yes, at what
age?
Tu voudrais avoir des enfants? / Combien? =
Would you like to have children? How many?
Comment est ton partenaire idéal? = How is your
ideal partner?
Tu veux un mariage traditionnel? Do you want a
traditional wedding?
Quelles sont les qualités que tu recherches chez
un partenaire? = What are the qualities that you
look for in a partner?

Theme 2: Marriage
Section D – Position of adjectives
In French, most adjectives are placed after the noun they
describe.
Eg: Elle a les yeux bleus = She has blue eyes.
However, some adjectives are often placed before the noun.
grand=big, tall / joli – pretty / mauvais – bad / petit – small,
little, short
Eg: Mon petit ami a une grande famille.
Remember to add E if the noun is feminine singular and ES if the
noun if feminine plural.
Useful phrases for this topic:
Ma fiancée est une jolie fille.
Nous habitons une grande maison en ville.
J’ai eu une mauvais expérience avec mon ex.
Section E – Reasons to get married or not get married
Reasons to get married:
Si on veut avoir des enfants, il est essentiel de se marier = If we
want to have children, it is essential to get married.
Je veux fonder une famille = I want to create a family.
Le mariage, c’est un engagement avec mon fiançé = Marriage is
a committment with my fiançé.
Reasons to not get married:
On n’a pas besoin de se marier pour vivre ensemble = We don’t
need to get married to live together.
Beaucoup de mariages finissent en divorce = Many marriages
end in divorce.
Le mariage n’est pas nécessaire pour être heureux =Marriage is
not necessary to be happy.

Section F – Star phrase
Il faut absolument = We absolutely have to – Eg: Il faut
absolument réfléchir avant de se marier’ = We absolutey have to
think before getting married’ / Il ne faut jamais = We must
never – Eg: Il ne faut jamais se presser en mariage = You should
18
never rush into marriage.

Theme 1: Technology

FRENCH - Foundation tier

Section C – Common irregular present tense verbs
Section A - Vocabulary
au moins = at least les autres = others
Avec = with
en ligne = online
le montage de photos = photo montage
Souvent = often le texto = text (message)
tout le temps = all the time
des centaines = hundreds Sans = without
en train de = in the process of
le forum de discussion = Internet forum
grâce à = thanks to isolé(e) = isolated
la réalité = reality se servir de = to use
remplir un formulaire = to fill in a form
le réseau social = social network
le sondage = survey le sujet = topic
virtuel(le) = virtual
Assez = quite
cher / chère = expensive
dernier / dernière = last, latest
le gadget = gadget le lecteur MP3 = MP3
ne ... plus = no more, no longer
nouveau / nouvelle = new
le portable = mobile phone le GPS = satnav
Pratique = practical, handy
Rapide = fast lent(e) = slow
la souris = mouse
Super = great
la tablette = tablet (computer)
Très = very
vieux / vieille = old
Vraiment = really l’agenda = diary
Accro = hooked/addicted
l’application = application
avoir raison/tort = to be right/wrong
ça me suffit = that’s enough for me
dégoûtant(e) = disgusting
dépendant(e) = dependent
en cas d’urgence = in case of emergency
gratuit(e) = free (of charge)
Illégalement = illegally
le mail = email le smartphone = smartphone
Marcher = to work (not broken)
passer des commentaires = to make
comments

Section B – ER verbs
Change the ending of an ER infinitive verb depending on
who is doing the action of the verb. See the table below
for some examples of the ‘je’ form. Take off the ER
ending and add ‘e’.

These verbs do not follow a pattern that you can learn so
learn these by heart.
English

French

French Je form

To write

Écrire

J’écris

To know (a person)

Connaître

Je connais

English

French

French Je form

To communicate

Communiquer

Je communique

To believe

Croire

Je crois

To discuss

Discuter

Je discute

To have to/must

Devoir

Je dois

To share

Partager

Je partage

To say

Dire

Je dis

To think

Penser

Je pense

To send

Envoyer

J’envoie

To watch

Regarder

Je regarde

To allow

Permettre

Je permets

To chat

Tchatter

Je tchatte

To know

Savoir

Je sais

To work

Travailler

Je travaille

To live

Vivre

Je vis

To find

Trouver

Je trouve

To see

Voir

Je vois

To show

Montrer

Je montre

To want

Vouloir

Je veux

To spend (time)

Passer

Je passe

To become

Devenir

Je deviens

To contact

Contacter

Je contacte

To put (switch on)

Je mets

To download

Télécharger

Je télégcharge

Mettre (en
marche)

To use

Utiliser

J’utilise

To make/do (trust,
belong to)

Je fais

To blog

Blogger

Je blogge

Faire
(confiance à,
partie de)

To go

Aller

Je vais

To be able to

Pouvoir

Je peux

To go out

Sortir

Je sors

To be

Être

Je suis

To have

Avoir

J’ai

Section D – Ce and ça
Ce = This Ça = That
C’est = it is
Ce sont = they are
C’est, quoi ça? = What’s
that?
Ça va = I’m okay
C’est ça = That’s it!

Section E – Star phrase
Use ‘être en train de’ to say ‘to
be in the middle of’ followed
by an infinitive. It’s great for
describing actions in photos!
E.g. Ils sont en train de
regarder un film. = They are in
the middle of watching a film.
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FRENCH – Higher tier
Section A - Vocabulary
l’adolescent = the teenager
l’adulte = the adulte
avoir de l’humeur = to have the mood
avoir des enfants = to have children
la beauté physique = physical beauty
le centre d’intérêt = the centre of interest
les cheveux = hair
la compagnie = the company
fantastique = fantastic
la fille = the girl
le garçon = boy
grand = big / tall
des verres / des lunettes = glasses
se marier = to marry
pareil = same
small / short = petit
porter = to wear / to carry
des qualités personnelles = personal qualities
rencontrer = to meet
les yeux = eyes
à mon avis = in my opinion
adopter = to adopt
la carrière = career
célibataire = single / unmarried
le divorce = divorce
l’église = church
ensemble = together
la famille nombreuse = large family
la femme / l’épouse = wife
les fiançailles (f) = engagement
le / la fiancé (e) = fiancé
garder = to keep
heureux-se = happy
l’homme (m) = man
jeune = young
la liberté = freedom
libre = free
le mari = husband
le monde = world
religieux-se = religious
rêve = dream
la robe blanche = white dress
séparé(e) = separated

Section C – Immediate Future VS Simple Future
tense
The Immediate Future tense is used to express
future plans
How to form it?
Present tense of the verb ‘aller’ (to go) +
infinitive
Present tense of ‘aller’= Je vais/tu vas/il,elle,on
va/nous allons/vous allez/ils,elles vont
Eg: Je vais rencontrer mon petit copain= I am
going to meet my boyfriend.
Elle va acheter sa robe=she is going to buy her
dress.
With reflexive verbs, the reflexive pronoun
(me/se/se/nous/vous) has to match the subject.
Je vais me marier = I am going to get married.
The Simple Future tense is used to talk about
what will happen.
How to form it?
Infinitive + correct endings (ai / as / a / ons / z /
ont)
Eg: Je trouverai le prince charmant = I will find
the charming prince.
Section B – Higher vocabulary
traditionnel(le) = traditional
la vie = life
vivre = to live voir = to see
amour = love apporter = to bring
attirant(e) = attractive
attirer = to attract
avoir confiance en / faire confiance à = to trust
avoir envie de = to feel like / to want
charmant(e) = charming fidèle = faithful
continuer ses études = to continue one’s studies
élever = to raise engager à = to commit to
être d’accord avec = to agree with
il/elle me fait rire = he/she makes me laugh
mettre en couple = to get together
relation amoureuse = romantic relationship
vivre en concubinage = to cohabit

Theme 2: Marriage
Section D – Qui and Que
Qui (who / which / that) is often followed by a verb
Eg: J’ai un frère qui s’appelle Henri = I have a brother who is
called Henri.
J’ai un ami qui voudrait se marier = I have a friend who would
like to get married.
Que / Qu’ (whom / which / that) is often followed by a subject
(je / tu / il / elle)
Eg: Une fille que je connais = a girl (that) I know.
Le garçon qu’elle aime est très drôle = the boy (that) she loves is
very funny.
Section E – Comparatives and Superlatives
For more detailed descriptions use comparatives and
superlatives. For comparatives, use this sequence:
Plus / moins / aussi + adjective + que
Make sure the adjective agrees with the noun it describes
Eg: Elle est plus âgée que moi = She is older than me.
Il est aussi grand que son père = He is as tall as his father.
Use ‘meilleur (e) (es) for ‘better’ when the next word is a noun
and use ‘mieux’ for ‘best’ when the previous word is a verb.
Eg: C’est une meilleure idée = this is a better idea.
Il travaille mieux que moi = he works better than me.
For superlatives, use this sequence:
Le / la / les + plus + adjective
Eg: Elle est la plus gentille de la classe = She is the kindest in the
class.
Section F – Star phrase
Il faut absolument = We absolutely have to – Eg: Il faut
absolument réfléchir avant de se marier’ = We absolutey have to
think before getting married’ / Il ne faut jamais = We must
never – Eg: Il ne faut jamais se presser en mariage = You should
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never rush into marriage.

FRENCH - Higher tier
Section A – Higher vocabulary
Please see the Foundation vocabulary and
add this vocabulary to access the higher
papers.
à domicile = at home Amener = to bring
Anonyme = anonymous
Appartenir = to belong la reunion = meeting
Attendre = to wait, to expect
avoir peur = to be afraid
le but = aim
courir un risqué = to run a risk
la cyber intimidation = cyber bullying
déçu(e)=disappointed Entretenir=to maintain
se déplacer = to move around
désespéré(e) = desperate
une entreprise = company
Établir = to establish
Faciliter = to facilitate
faire attention = to take care
se faire connaître = to get oneself known
faire de la publicité = to advertise
la fraude = fraud
Lier = to link
Garantir = to guarantee
Menacer = to threaten
Séduire = to seduce
Réfléchir = to think, to reflect
soi-disant = supposed(ly)
Souffrir = to suffer
Vendre = to sell
Viser = to aim
le vol d’identité = identity theft
le bienfait = benefit
Rappeler = to remind
ça me convient = it suits me
la carte = map
le cerveau = brain
le chercheur = researcher
la chercheuse = researcher
Compenser = to compensate
le compte bancaire = bank account
la fonctionnalité = functionality
Manquer = to miss
la poche = pocket
le monde reel = the real world
n’importe quel(le) = any
se permettre de = to afford to
Reprocher = to reproach

Section B – IR and RE verbs
See Foundation tier for ER verbs. Change the ending of
an IR or RE infinitive verb depending on who is doing
the action of the verb. See the table below for some
examples of the ‘je’ form. Take off the IR ending and
add ‘is’ and take off the RE ending and add ‘s’.
English

French

French Je form

to reflect

Réfléchir

Je réfléchis

To finish

Finir

Je finis

To choose

Choisir

Je choisis

To establish

Établir

J’établis

To guarantee

Garantir

Je garantis

To fill

Remplir

Je remplis

To allow

Permettre

Je permets

To sell

Vendre

Je vends

To wait

Attendre

J’attends

To understand

Comprendre

Je comprends

To lose

Perdre

Je perds

Section E – Ce and ça
Ce = This Ça = That
C’est = it is
Ce sont = they are
C’est, quoi ça? = What’s
that?
Ça va = I’m okay
C’est ça = That’s it!
Qu’est-ce que c’est? =
What is it?

Section F – Star phrase
Use ‘être en train de’ to say ‘to
be in the middle of’ followed
by an infinitive. It’s great for
describing actions in photos!
E.g. Ils sont en train de
regarder un film. = They are in
the middle of watching a film.
Je suis en train de tchatter en
ligne. = I’m in the middle of
chatting online.

Theme 1: Technology
Section C – Aller, avoir, faire, être
See Foundation tier for other common irregular verbs in the
je form. Learn the full conjugation of these verbs by heart.
Talking about someone else is something a higher student is
expected to do in a writing and/or speaking exam.
Pronoun

Aller

Avoir

Faire

Être

to go

to have

to do
to make

to be

je/j’

vais

ai

fais

suis

Tu

vas

as

fais

es

Il/elle/on

va

a

fait

est

Nous

allons

avons

faisons

sommes

Vous

allez

avez

faites

êtes

Ils/elles

vont

ont

font

sont

Section D – Regular present tense verbs
See the present tense endings for regular verbs in the
table below. As a higher student, try to show off that
you know these endings in your writing and speaking
exams.
Pronoun

ER

IR

RE

je/j’

e

is

s

Tu

es

is

s

Il/elle/on

e

it

-

Nous

ons

issons

ons

Vous

ez

issez

es

Ils/elles

ent

issent

ent
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RE
A.

Peace and Conflict Key Vocabulary

Biological
weapons
Chemical
Weapons

Weapons that have living organisms or
infective material that can lead to
disease or death
Weapons that use chemicals to poison,
burn or paralyse humans and destroy the
natural environment

Forgiveness

Showing grace and mercy and pardoning
someone for what they have done wrong

Greed

Selfish desire for something

Holy War

Fighting for a religious cause or God,
probably controlled by areligious leader

Just war

A war which meets internationally
accepted criteria for fairness; follows
traditional Christian rules for a just war
and is now accepted by all other religions

Justice

Bringing about what is right and fair,
according to the law or making up for a
wrong that has been committed

Lesser jihad

The outward struggle to defend one’s
faith, family and country from threat

Nuclear
Weapons

Weapons that work by a nuclear
reaction; they devastate huge areas and
kill large numbers of people

Pacifism

The belief of people who refuse to take
part in war and any other form of
violence
An absence of conflict, which leads to
happiness and harmony

Peace
Peacemaker

A person who works to establish peace in
the world or in a certain part of it

Peace-making

The action of trying to establish peace

Protest

An expression of disapproval, often in a
public group

Reconciliation

A sacrament in the Catholic Church; also.
When individuals or groups restore
friendly relations after conflict or
disagreement
Deliberately harming something as a
response to them harming you

Retaliation
Self-defence
Terrorism

Violence

Acting to prevent harm to yourself and
others
The unlawful use of violence, usually
against innocent civilians, to achieve a
political goal
Using actions that threaten or harm
others

War

Fighting between nations to resolve
issues between them

Weapons of
mass
destruction

Weapons that can kill large amounts of
people and cause great damage

KS4

Peace and Conflict

B: Peace and Conflict Key Knowledge
Peace &
Pacifism

Justice

Forgiveness

Protest

Terrorism

Reasons for
War

Nuclear
war

WMDs

Just War

In the Qur’an, the emphasis is on peace. ‘Salam’ means peace (as-salam alaikum). The main
message of Islam is of peace and harmony. Muslims believe that God created everything and
humankind has the responsibility to ensure everybody lives correctly. If someone decides to
fight without just cause, it cannot be the fault of God or Islam, as the choice is of free will.
Muslims find it difficult to associate themselves as pacifists because of the duty of jihad.
‘The Just’ is one of the 99 names for Allah. Muslims believe that God has provided laws because
they help people to bring about justice on earth, and that if there is injustice, it is the fault of
humankind and should not be ignored.
Forgiveness means to show grace and mercy, pardoning someone for what they have done
wrong. Muslims believe that God sets the example regarding forgiveness by offering forgiveness
to all those who are truly sorry and who ask in faith.

Christian pacifists believe that peace is also a sense of wellbeing
and security. ‘Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called
children of God.’ Matthew 5:9. Peace is an important topic for
Christians as it means that no conflict is happening.
Belief that God is the ultimate judge and will establish justice
between all people.

Forgiveness is important to Christians to live peacefully. Action to
establish peace and justice should follow the act of forgiveness.
God sets the example regarding forgiveness by offering forgiveness
to all who ask in the name of faith.
The right to protest is considered to be a fundamental democratic freedom. The law in the UK allows individuals and groups to protest in public to demonstrate their
point of view. If the protest involves a procession or march, legally the police must be informed at least six days before it takes place. The police can request alterations
of the route of a march and can also apply to a court for an order banning the march. . E.g. Dr Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights movement.
No religion promotes terrorism, and most
This is where an individual or group who shares certain beliefs use terror as part of their campaign to further
Christians believe that taking life is wrong as
their cause. Muslims do not agree with terrorism because terrorist acts of violence are considered to be wrong
terrorist acts are against innocent people.
and against the wishes of God, as the victims are usually innocent people going about their normal daily
business. There is no justification for terrorist acts in the teachings of Islam.
Greed: Christianity warns against greed as ‘the
Greed: The Qur’an warns against greed, ‘God does not like arrogant, boastful people.’ Quran 4:36. Greed can
love of money is a root of all kinds of evil.’ 1
lead to countries invading each other to control resources like oil. Many major oil-producing countries are
Timothy 6:10.
governed according to Shari’ah law, so disagreement or conflict can turn into a conflict that can be interpreted
Self-defence: There is little in the New Testament
as including a religious element.
about fighting in self-defence, but an argument can
Self-defence: Fighting in self defence is considered to be morally acceptable. The Qur’an permits fighting in selfbe made, only if all other ways to solve the
defence, but Muslims are unlikely to agree to it unless other ways of solving the problem have been attempted
problem have failed.
and failed.
Retaliation: there are many teachings about this
e.g. ‘do not repay anyone evil for evil.’ Romans 12:
Retaliation: Muslims believe that God knows there is a human need for justice to protect innocent human lives
17. This shows that retaliation is a harmful action.
and prevent the repetition of wrongdoing within society. But the Qur’an and Hadiths teach that forgiveness is
always the best response to avoid bloodshed. Islam teaches that retaliation in war must be measure, torture
and mutilation are strictly forbidden.
Muslims believe that God created the earth and Muslims have a duty of stewardship. Using weapons that could
completely destroy the earth and life go against the teachings of Islam. If it is used in warfare, civilians must be
protected.
Chemical weapons: In Iraq and Syria it is believed that this has been used, this would be against Muslim beliefs,
but their governments have used it in war. Biological weapons: Again not considered the right way to fight back,
only in self-defence.
No specific just war theory in Islam, there is lesser jihad where Muslims can fight under certain conditions: last
resort, self-defence, decision to be made by a state leader, done for a just cause, if an Islamic country has been
attacked, another state has tyrannised its Muslim citizens.

Holy War

Defends Islam and the rights of Muslims. 1400 years ago Muhammad (PBUH) had to defend themselves from
people who disagreed with their teachings. For holy war to be declared, the fate of Islam must be under threat.

Victims of
war

Islamic relief: NGO that responds to the needs of victims of war by providing short term aid.
Muslim Aid: funded by Zakah donations, set up Beity Orphanage to give homes to orphans during the Syria
conflict.

Some Christians believe that the problem with
nuclear weapons is not the devices themselves,
but their use. Only God has the authority to end
the life that he created, and some believe that the
use of a nuclear weapon can never be justified.
Some will justify war this way using ‘an eye for and
eye.’ Exodus 21:23 but others say that it cannot be
justified as this is many lives.
Thomas Aquinas developed criteria for war: just
cause, declared by the correct authority, intention
to defeat wrongdoing, last resort, reasonable
chance of success and must be proportional.
Must be authorised by a religious leader, purpose
should be to defend the Christina faith from attack,
those who do will gain spiritual awards and go to
heaven.
Many Christians support organisations that offer
help to for victims of war, Caritas: charity and
justice and provide a practical response to war.

RE
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Exam Skills

B. Exam Style Questions:
Question Type
1. /1 Marks
A.

Key Vocabulary: What does this mean?

Contrasting

Two different points

Explain

Identify at least two relevant points and
demonstrate understanding by developing
your points.

Evaluate

Consider different viewpoints and arrive at a
judgement.

Explain
different
attitudes to…

Different views towards an ethical or
philosophical issue or belief

Give

Two examples of… or two beliefs…

Why

Requires a reasoned consideration of a
single point of view through a logical chain
of reasoning

Sacred writings/
scripture

Religious resources such as The Bible or The
Qur’an. This is asking for quotations, a
statement of belief, a prayer, a statement
from a religious leader, a quotation from a
religious text

Multiple Choice, chosen out of 4
option

Example Questions
1. Religions teach that people should live together in peace and harmony. Which
one of the following means to become friends again after a relationship has
broken down?
A) To reform
B) To be reconciled
C) To have justice
D) To retaliate
2.

2. /2 Marks

1.

Which one of the following best expresses the religious ideal that there should be
no violence in the world?
A) Defence
B) Justice
C ) Peace
D) Terrorism
Give two reasons why many religious believers are against violent protest.

Short-answer (asking for two
facts), one mark for each of two
correct points
3. /4 Marks

2.

Give two ways in which religious believers help victims of war

1.

Explain two contrasting religious beliefs about nuclear weapons. In your answer
you must refer to one or more religious traditions.

2.

Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British society about weapons of
mass destruction

1.

Explain two religious beliefs which show that all acts of terrorism are wrong

2.

Explain two religious beliefs about forgiveness.

1.

‘War is the best way to solve problems between countries.’ Evaluate this
statement.

2.

‘War is never right.’ Evaluate this statement.

Asking for two ways in which
practices influence Christians
today or two contrasting ways in
which religion is practice or two
contrasting beliefs in
contemporary British society.
4. /5 Marks
Asking for two Christian practices
about a philosophical or ethical
issue plus reference to scripture
or sacred writings
5. /12 Marks
Evaluation question. See grid for
the criteria about what is needed
in this question. Must include
sacred writings/scripture.

ART
Upgrading and refining year 10 coursework projects

Your Artist study

pages should
include:

•

•
Sea and Sky project checklist.
Line
1.
2.

Make three or more observational drawings of fish
and/or birds – using line media and techniques.
Artist study pages on the bird/fish artwork of Luke
Dixon and Andreas Preis.

Colour
1. An observational study of an Ande Hall artwork using
oil pastel + artist research and written analysis.
2. Create 2 or more observational drawings of fish
and/or birds. Explore two colour media.

Line and colour
1. Artist study pages on the Abby Diamond bird
artwork
2. Make a copy of Ryan Tipperey owl image using
pencil crayon.
Pattern
1. Make 1 large study and 2 smaller studies exploring
pattern within the theme of Sea and Sky.
2. Artist study pages on a ‘Pattern’ artist (Iain
Macarthur, Rene Campbell, Iveta Abolina or Lynette
Shelly.)
Collage
1. Make a collage artwork on the theme of sea and Sky.

Tone
1. Create artist research pages on the artist Evan
Lovejoy.

Human Image
project checklist.
Tone
1.
A4 ‘Half-face’
tonal pencil
drawing.
2.
Large (A4) tonal
study of an eye.
3.
Sketchbook page
- tonal drawings
of facial features
Line
1. Artist study pages
on Luke Dixon.
2. Artist study pages
on Jason Thielke.

Colour
1. Watercolour
techniques sample
page.
2. Artist study pages
on Jane Beata.
3. Artist study pages
on Dominic Beyler.
Pattern
1. Pattern artwork
based on Minjae
Lee Or Linda
Lovestein.

•
•

Title (Artist’s
Name)
Moodboard
(3+ images)
Analysis of
one artwork
1 large Artist
study (at least
A4 in size) and
two smaller
studies.

ART

Year 10 ‘Past Paper’ project
Theme 4 SIGNS

Developing an Artproject
based on an exam paper
Start by choosing one
theme from the exam
paper

Theme 5 DWELLINGS

Theme 1 MIRRORS
Year 10 Past Paper Checklist

Make mind map and mood
board to explore the theme
and research visual ideas
around it ( AO1/ AO3)

Make your
first drawings
to investigate
aspects of
your theme
(AO3)

Chosen Theme:
Key Words:
AO1 – DEVELOP
Artist Research pages to include mood board + written analysis of one image plus a title. Artist study of a whole
or portion of an image

Research
relevant
artists and
artworks
(AO1)

Refine your ideas by
exploring a range of art
media, techniques and
approaches (AO2)

Photographer research relating to your own photoshoot (if relevant)
Other source material relating to development of ideas including cultural starting points
Moodboards of images relating to your theme
AO2 – EXPERIMENT
Development A Colour : Watercolour, Acrylic, Oil Pastel, Soft Paint, Chalk

Theme 2 BOXES

Development B Line : Biro, Fine liner, dip pen and ink
Development C Tone : Pencil, charcoal, graphite stick
Development D Texture : Experimental Media of your choice
Development E Clay : Develop a 2D idea into a 3D outcome, Tile, Vessel, Sculpture
Development F Print : Lino, Etching, Collagraph
AO3 – RECORD
Midmap of key words relating to your idea – can be added to mood boards

Create ‘mini outcomes’ to
refine your ideas and develop
your artwork further.
(AO2/AO4)

Photoshoot – 2 or more photoshoots based around your theme
Recording from life/ photography images / secondary images from the internet.
Methods of recording: drawing / tracing / projecting your images to draw around/ working on top of
photocopies /
Mood board and photo-shoot of images researched for your theme
Annotate your recordings, evaluate and reflect on ideas and media explored

Create and present a final
outcome which brings your
ideas together (AO4)

Artist studies / Prints
AO4 – PRESENT

Theme 3 BIRDS

2 or more mini outcomes which show a personal response to the exam theme. These should show imagination
and the development and refinement of ideas (NOT REPETATIVE)
Final Piece – showing clear links to your research.
Mini outcome – showing development of ideas
Evaluation of Final outcome – this should link to media used, artists research and talk through progression
towards the final outcome.

MUSIC – AOS4: Popular Music
Section B: Structure

Section A: Instruments
Synthesiser

Electric Guitar

Verse/Chorus
Strophic
32-bar song
form
12-bar blues

Bass Guitar

Section C: Melody & Pitch

Guitar Techniques
Palm muting

Incudes intro, verses, chorus, bridge,
middle 8, instrumental and outro
Just verses, no other sections so would
be like A A A A A
32 bar sections which consists of A A B A
with each section lasting 8 bars
Same as in jazz, 12 bar sections which
follow this chord pattern: I I I I IV IV I I V
IV I I

Hooks

Use the base of the picking hand to rest on the strings as you’re
playing – creates a more muffled sound

Vibrato

Pushing and pulling the string up and down a little – gives a more
wavy sound to longer notes

Bends

Pushing the string upwards on the fret board – changes the pitch of
the note slightly

Hammer ons
and pull offs

Rather than plucking the string again to create another note, either
put your finger down hard on the fretboard or pull it off quickly –
creates another note without having to pluck again

Slides

Slide your finger up or down the string once plucked – creates a
glissando effect

Voice Types
Soprano – high
female
Alto – low female
Tenor – high
male
Bass – low male
Lead singer
Backing vocals

Repetition
Conjunct
Disjunct

A melody which is catchy and easy to
remember
Playing the same thing again
Stepwise movement
Moving in leaps (anything more than the next
adjacent note)

Section E: Harmony
Chord
Progression

Patterns of chords that form the basis
of sections of the song

Parallel
movement

When chords/triads move by step

Riffs

A repeated device, e.g. a chord
pattern, rhythm, melody or bass line

Rock chord
symbols

Instead of using roman numerals we
use letters that link to the lowest
note of the chord. E.g. C = C E G
whereas Cm = C Eb G

Section D: Rhythmic Devices
Cross rhythms/ polyrhythms
Dotted rhythms
Diminution
Augmentation
Constant beats
Long-held notes
Hemiola
Syncopation

More than one different rhythm occurring at the same time
Long then short note, sounds skippy
Note values are halved, it sounds like the music gets quicker
Note values are doubled, it sounds like the music gets slower
Regular, steady note lengths
Gives the impression of slowing the pace or adding an additional effect
When the music sounds like it’s in a different time signature but it’s not
When the music is ‘off-beat’

Section F: Fusions and Bhangra

Musical fusions are when 2 or more styles of music are blended together. You need to know about Bhangra but in the
exam there could be any 2 styles of music fused from any of the other areas of study we have looked at. Please look at
the textbook or Focus on Sounds to see the specific Indian instruments and musical features that are used. General
musical characteristics are listed below.
Tempo
Fast/moderate, lively and upbeat
Structure
Uses the traditional verse/chorus structure
Melody
Repetitive, simple, limited in range, uses embellishments to decorate, often dips at the ends of phrases,
uses microtonal intervals (smaller than a semitone). Ideas are sung and/or played.
Rhythm
Use of chaal rhythm (see textbook), syncopation, 4 beats per bar
Instruments Use of Indian instruments (see textbook) mixed with Western instruments, sometimes with drum
machines either added or used to replace traditional instruments
Technology Uses drum machines, synthesisers, samples from other music, mixing, scratching (DJ technique)
Lyrics
In Panjabi, often mixed with English, covering subjects such as love and relationships
Texture
Various layers can be identified
Style
Changed from simple folk music to club dance music; pop music styles include disco, reggae, hip-hop, rap

Section B Vocabulary
Component 2 LA.A: Developing skills and techniques

Section A
Component 2 LA.A: Developing skills and techniques
You will participate in workshops in a variety of styles to develop
techniques and skills to perform a scripted piece.
Physical skills

Definition

Body language

The non-verbal way in which a person
communicates their physical and mental state
through using facial expressions, gesture and
posture.
The process of placing performers in a specific
space on stage.
The state in which two people look directly into
one another's eyes.

Blocking
Eye contact
Facial expression

An aspect of body language, using the face to
convey emotions or feelings.

Gesture

A movement of the head, hand or other body part
to express meaning.

Gait

How a character walks.

Levels

Levels can be created through position of the
body, set or staging and can reflect relationships.

Mannerisms

Small, repeated movements specific to a
character.
When your body is able to recreate the exact
same movements, gestures, subtleties of a
specific piece of direction, every time.
When a performer plays more than one
character.

Movement
memory
Multi-roling
Mime
Posture

Acting through body movement without the use
of speech.
The position in which someone holds their body
when standing, sitting or walking.

Pace

The speed of a performer’s movement.

Proxemics

The distance between performers on stage that
shows the relationship between characters.

Reaction/interacti When two or more people communicate with
or react to each other. This can be verbally or
on with others
non-verbally.
Spatial awareness Helps an actor to move efficiently and effectively
on stage knowing the whereabouts of other
actors, sets, props, the limits of the stage and
lighting.
This is where more than one actor plays the same
Split-role
character.
Stance
The way in which someone stands.
Position of an individual in relation to another or
Status
others, especially in regard to social or
professional standing.
Can help to emphasise character type to an
Quality of
audience. For example, a performer playing a
movement
fairy might move with a light and flowing quality,
whereas a performer playing a troll might move
with a much heavier, stomping quality. Quality of
movement can help create atmosphere, mood
and emotion in a scene.

Vocal skills
Articulation

Definition
The ability to make every sound and
consonant clear.
A series of dots… that indicate a
pause of the intentional omission of
a word, sentence or whole section
from a piece of text
The pressure on individual words
that makes them stand out.
Emphasis or stress for a particular
effect is significant and can change
the meaning of a sentence as well as
the feeling behind it.
The rise and fall of the voice which
can be used to create meaning. E.g.
a rise in intonation at the end of a
line can indicate a question.
A voice that doesn’t change in pitch
or tone.
A strong, clear and loud voice.

Ellipsis

Emphasis

Intonation

Monotone
Projection
Pace
Pause
Pitch
Staccato
Subtext

Tone and vocal colour
Volume

The speed at which lines are
delivered
A short break in speech for dramatic
effect
How high or low the voice sounds.
Speech with an abrupt and broken
rhythm
The meaning beneath action or
speech. The real feelings of a
character that they many not show
or express to another character
The emotional sound of the voice,
e.g. frightened, angry, joyful.
How loud or quiet the voice is

BTEC TECH AWARD IN PERFORMING ARTS COMP 2:
DEVELOPING SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
Section C: Vocabulary
Component 2 LA.A/LA.B Development of skills in rehearsal and application of skills in performance
Vocabulary

Definition

Characterisation

The way that people are presented and shows the traits, motives,
and psychology of a character in a narrative.

Communicate

To convey ideas or information to others.

Confident

Demonstrate secure application of skills or processes, with no need
for prompting.
Factors which reflect a particular context, characteristics unique to a
particular group, community, society and individual. This will
contribute to how a character is portrayed on stage.
Try out the techniques or processes through practical investigation.

Contextual Factor

Explore
Focus
Genre
Interpretation
Justify
Narrative
Refining
Style

Where the attention of an audience can be drawn to, based on what
is happening in a performance space.
A type of performance i.e. Musical Theatre
Choices you make about the way to play a scene. This includes all
aspects from staging, as in set, all the way to the actions.
Give reasons or evidence to support an opinion.
A spoken or written account of connected events; a story or events
in a play
Improve work, taking feedback into account.
The way the narrative is told. i.e. You can use a subdivision of the
genre musical theatre to tell a story in the style of a rock musical or
a book musical.

Section D: Vocabulary
Component 2 LA.C Review of own development and contribution to the performance
Term

Definition

Analyse

Examine methodically and in detail.

Appropriate

Select and use skills in a way that reflect the aim.

Describe

Give a clear, objective account in your own words, showing recall, and in some cases application, of relevant features of
information.
Provide details and give reasons and/or evidence to support an argument.

Explain
Evaluate

Bring together all information and review it to form a conclusion, drawing on evidence, including strengths, weaknesses, alternative
actions, relevant examples or information.

Identify

Indicate main features or the purpose of something.

Select

Choose the best or most suitable option related to specific criteria or outcomes.

GCSE Astronomy
Section B: Stars

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition
Define

Write down what the term means

Evaluate

Come to a conclusion with evidence
from the question

State

Recall one or more pieces of
information.

Tier 3 Vocabulary Definition
Roche Limit

Exoplanet

The distance within which the
gravitational field of a large body is
strong enough to prevent any smaller
body from being held together by
gravity.
A planetary body that orbits a star
outside of the Solar System

Orbital Decay

A gradual decrease of the distance
between two orbiting bodies.

Perihelion

The point in a planets orbit at which it
is closest to the sun.
The point in a planets orbit at which it
is furthest to the sun.

Aphelion
Apogee

The point in a moons orbit at which it
is closest to the sun.

Perigee

The point in a moons orbit at which it
is furthest to the sun.

Absolute
Magnitude

A measure of how bright a star would
appear if it were 10 parsec from Earth.

Apparent
Magnitude

A measure of how bright a star
appears from the Earth.

Cepheid Variable

Stars whose brightness changes with a
clear, repeating pattern.

Eclipsing Binaries

A pair of stars that eclipse (pass in
front of) each other during their
orbits.

Distance to Distant Stars
The distance of distant stars is linked to their magnitudes
using the following equation:
𝑀 = 𝑚 + 5 − 5 log 𝑑
M = absolute magnitude
m = apparent magnitude
d = distance in parsecs
Example: What is the distance to a Cepheid variable with
an absolute magnitude of -4 and an apparent magnitude
of +1.0?
Answer: M = m + 5 – 5 log d
log d = (M – m – 5) / -5 = (-4 - 1 - 5) / -5 = -10 / -5 = 2
d = 10logd = 102 = 100parsecs
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Section C: Exploring the Universe
Lagrangian Points
A point in space at which a small body, under the
gravitational influence of two large ones, will remain
approximately at rest relative to them.

Gravitational Forces
This table shows what is formed by the different gravitational
forces.
Attraction

Kepler’s Laws
1st Law: The orbit of a planet
is an ellipse with the Sun at
one of the two foci.
2nd Law: A line segment
joining a planet and the Sun
sweeps out equal areas
during equal intervals of time.

3rd Law: The square of a planet's orbital period is
proportional to the cube of its average distance from the
Sun.
𝑇 2 = 𝑅3
Example: What would be the orbital period of a planet
with a mean orbit radius of 8 AU?
𝑇 2 = 𝑅3
𝑇=
𝑇=

83 =

𝑅3

512 = 22.6𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

Tidal

Orbit of Planes

Ring Systems

Orbit of Moons

Asteroid Belts

Regular Motion

Internal Heating

PE GCSE Coursework Knowledge organiser- Components of Fitness
Key terms

Definition

Cardiovascular endurance
/ stamina

The ability to continuously exercise without tiring

Co-ordination

The ability to repeat a pattern or sequence of movements with fluency and
accuracy.

Agility

The ability to quickly change direction under control while maintain, speed,
balance and power.

1.

Speed

The ability of the whole or part of the body to move quickly.

2.

Flexibility

This is the amount or range of movement that you can have around a joint.

Power

A combination of speed and strength.
strength x speed /fast strength

3.
4.

Balance

The ability to keep your body mass or centre of mass over a base.

Muscular endurance

The ability of the muscle or a group of muscles, to repeatedly contract or keep
going without rest.

Reaction time

The time it takes for you to initiate an action or movement.

Strength

The ability of a muscle to exert force for a short period of time.

Component of
fitness
Fitness test

Sports
example

CV endurance/
Stamina
12 min Cooper
Multi stage fitness
test
Marathon
-10,000m
-5,000m

Muscular
endurance
Press Up Test
Sit up Test

Speed

-Triathlon
-Long distance
cycling
-long distance
swimming

-100m
-Long
jump
-50m
butterfly

30m
Sprint

Strength

Power

Hand Grip Standing broad
dynamom
Jump
eter test
Vertical Jump
-Rowing
- Triple jump
-pushing in
- High jump
a rugby
when taking off
scrum

Key questions to think about/check
Which component/s of fitness are
important to my sport?
Which fitness tests am I stronger or
weaker in?
Why might this be?
Have you compared your fitness test
result to normative data to help with
what you might need to improve?

Flexibility

Agility

Balance

Sit &
Reach

Illinois
Agility test

Standing
Stork

Gymnastic
s
-Dance

- Dodging
in netball

-Gymnastics
-Dance
-Shooting in
netball

CoReaction
ordination
time
Wall
Ruler Test
Throw
Badminton
-Tennis

-Sprint
starts in
athletics
or
swimmin
g

Year 10 Cambridge Technical in Sport Examination Unit
How to respond to injuries and medical conditions in a sporting context:

Acute Injuries: An

Chronic Injuries: A

acute injury is caused by a
sudden trauma to the body
e.g. a hard rugby tackle, a
two footed tackle in football,
being hit by the ball etc.
These injuries result in
immediate pain, swelling and
usually a loss of function.

chronic injury is also known
as an overuse injury and
happens as a result of
continuous stress on an
area e.g. Achilles tendonitis,
shin splints, tennis elbow
etc. These injuries tend to
gradually develop over time.

Types of acute injuries:

Types of Chronic
injuries:

either standing or lying down).

•
•
•
•

player off if there are significant signs of injury.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sprains
Strains
Fracture
Abrasion (cut/graze)
Concussion
Blister
Cramp
Contusion (bruise)
Dislocation

Tendonitis
Tennis Elbow
Golfers Elbow
Shin Splints

SALTAPS A method of assessing the type and severity of injuries. Gradual process which involves a number of
stages. The assessment can be stopped at the appropriate stage e.g. with an open fracture, this would be
obvious and therefore the assessment could be stopped at the look stage (the bone sticking out the skin
would have been seen at this point).

S is for See. Did you see the injury take place?
A is for Ask the player what happened and how they feel. Check facial expressions, and posture (position
L is for Look at injured limbs for obvious signs of injury: bleeding, bruising, swelling, deformity. Take the
T is for Touch the injured site if the player will let you. Gently palpate to find source of pain. If you are
unsure, don’t touch or move the limb until a qualified person can assess the player.

A is for Active movement: Can the player move the limb, with or without pain? If unable to move – take
the player off.

P is for Passive movement: If A applies, move the limb/joint to full extent and note reaction.
Injuries related to children

S is for Strength: Can the player put their weight on it? Are they up and running or rather trying to “run-itoff”? Whatever the case, keep a close eye and take the player off if in doubt.

Severs disease:
-

-

Bone disorder. Associated with inflammation of the growth plate in the heel of
children when they are growing.

Osgood Schlatter’s disease

Signs and symptoms:
swelling and redness in the heel
difficulty walking
discomfort or stiffness in the feet upon awaking
discomfort when the heel is squeezed on both sides
an unusual walk, such as walking with a limp or on tiptoes to avoid putting pressure
on the heel
Treatment:
Rest
Painkillers
Child may be able to do other activities that do not involve putting pressure on the
heel e.g. swimming
Stretching and strengthening exercises of the leg and foot
Elevate and apply ice daily
Wear a compression bandage or stocking to reduce swelling.

-

-

-

Osgood Schlatter’s disease is an inflammation of the bone, cartilage, and/or tendon at
the top of the shinbone (tibia), where the tendon from the kneecap (patella) attaches.
Signs and symptoms:
pain that worsens with exercise
relief from pain with rest
swelling or tenderness under the knee and over the shinbone
limping after exercise
tightness of the muscles surrounding the knee (the hamstring and quadriceps muscles)
Treatment:
Usually goes away when a teenager's bones stop growing, usually between 14 and 18
years
Rest
When they return to activity, wear shock absorbent insoles in shoes to decrease stress
on the knee
Applying moist heat for 15 minutes before or icing for 20 minutes after activity can
minimize swelling.
Stretching exercises
Painkillers and anti-inflammatory tablets
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Y10 Design and Technology – Summer Term 1
Unit 5d: Specialist Material areas:
Polymers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selection Of Materials or components
Sources and origins
Using and working with Materials
Stock forms, types and sizes
Specialist techniques and processes
Surface Treatments and finishes
Unit 5d: Key Diagrams

Unit 5d: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

Identify

Name or otherwise characterise

Explain

Set out purpose or reasons. This usually requires an
understanding of processes.

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature, a
pattern, a property or a process.

Justify

Give reasons for the validity of a view or idea why
some action should be undertaken.

Evaluate

Polymers
Analyse

Judge from available evidence and consider several
options, ideas or arguments and come to a conclusion
about their importance / success / worth.
Break down the content of a topic, or issue, into its
constituent elements in order to provide an in-depth
account and convey an understanding of it.

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Blow Moulding
Cracking

A process used to shape hollow polymer products
A process where complex organic chemicals are
broken down into simpler molecules like monomers
to make polymers
The raw form of polymers
Making a sectional shape by pushing material
through a die
A profiled shape used to mould material
Separation of a liquid mixture into the different
chemicals of which it is compromised

Crude Oil
Extrusion
Former
Fractional
Distillation
Line Bending
Moulding
Polishing

A process that involves bending thermoplastic along a
heated line
Using a former to shape material
A finishing technique used to protect and improve
aesthetics

Pressing

Applying pressure to deform a material

Vacuum Forming

A process where heated plastic is formed onto a
mould using a vacuum.

Unit 5d: Key Facts
Questions:

Answers:

Describe s the common
properties and
characteristics of
thermosetting
Polymers.

Thermosetting polymers are:
Flexible, Easy to mould, tough,
malleable. This is due to the
polymer chains and bonds being
loosely entangled. This means
that the chains can easily slide
past each other when heated.
The physical properties of a
materials are those that can be
observed. So A physical change
can be seen.
Oil

What is meant by the
physical properties of a
material?
Identify what synthetic
polymers are
commonly made from.
Explain the difference
between a
Thermosetting and
Thermoplastic

Evaluate the fractional
distillation process in
terms of its
sustainability
Identify ONE
thermosetting polymer
and one Thermo
polymer

A thermosetting polymer has
polymer bonds in a grid,
Therefore when heated after
primary manufacture will burn.
A thermopolymers bonds are in
lines therefore, when reheated
after primary manufacture can
be remoulded and reshaped.
Advantages
Disadvantages
Conclusion
Thermosetting: Thermo
• Epoxy Resin
• Polyester
Resin
• Urea
Formaldehyde
• Melamine
formaldehyde
• Phenol
Formaldehyde

•
•
•
•
•
•

PET
HDPE
PVC
HIPs
PP
PMMA
(Acrylic)
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Term 4 - Skills. The scientific reactions in products

Y10 GCSE Food Preparation & Nutrition

SOW term 4 – you will be looking at the following dishes – to help cover the key terms on your AQA course
Quiche- Nutrition. Coagulation. Pastry. Cooking methods – Frying. Baking.
Pasta- Nutrition. Cooking methods. Use of Oven.
Lasagne- Nutrition. Cooking methods – Assessment test
Burgers- Nutrition. Cooking methods – Frying. Cooking H&S. Bacteria. Binding. Oven skills
Cheese cake - Nutrition. Cooking methods – Cooking H&S. Bacteria. Cooking methods. Dairy. Seasonal fruit. Carbs.
Key Terms

Meaning

Sensory
evaluation
• Sensory
Testing
• How taste
receptors
and
olfactory
systems work
when tasting
food.

* Importance of the 5 senses taste, touch &
aroma, Sight, Sound • preference tests:
paired preference, hedonic. •
Discrimination tests: triangle. • grading
tests: ranking, rating and profiling • how to
set up a taste panel
• controlled conditions required for sensory
Testing
• evaluating how senses guide
• evaluating a wide range of ingredients &
food from Britain and other
Countries • how to test sensory qualities of
a wide range of foods & combinations.

*Environment
al impact and
sustainability
of food
*Food Sources

Food and the
environment

* Where & how ingredients are grown,
reared & caught. grown ingredients: fruits,
vegetables and cereals reared ingredients:
meat and poultry. *caught ingredients: fish
*An understanding of:
• organic and conventional farming
• free range production • intensive farming
• sustainable fishing • advantages and
disadvantages of local produced foods,
seasonal foods & Genetically Modified (GM)
* Environmental issues associated with food.
• seasonal foods • sustainability eg fish
farming • transportation • organic foods
• the reasons for buying locally produced
food • food waste in the home/ food
production/retailers
• environment issues related to packaging
• carbon footprint.
• Consider the seasons when selecting
ingredients for recipes using fruits and
vegetables
• Using left over food to avoid wastage,
whilst considering food waste.

Key Terms

Sustainabilit
y of food

*Food
processing
and
production
*Food
production

Assessment test

Key Terms

Meaning
*Security on local and global markets &
communities. * the challenges to provide the
world’s growing population with a sustainable,
secure, supply of safe, nutritious & affordable
high-quality food.
Issues such as:
• climate change • global warming • fairtrade
• sustainability of food sources • insufficient
land for growing food • availability of food •
problems of drought and flooding
• Genetically Modified (GM) foods • Waste.
* primary and secondary stages of processing
and production. How processing affects
sensory & nutritional properties of ingredients
• primary processing related to the: rearing,
fishing, growing, harvesting and cleaning
of the raw food material (milling of wheat to
flour, heat treatment of milk, pasteurised,
UHT, sterilised & micro-filtered milk)
• secondary processing related to: how the
raw primary processed ingredients are
processed to produce a food product (flour
into bread and/or pasta, milk into cheese and
yoghurt, fruit into jams)
• loss of vitamins through heating and drying
• the effect of heating and drying on the
sensory characteristics of milk.
• Make dough for pasta, shape & finish dough
using a pasta machine, shape & finish pasta •
Water based cooking methods using the hob to
boil the pasta

Food
preparation
and cooking
techniques

You should be thinking about:
• consider the influence of lifestyle & consumer choice
when developing meals & recipes
• consider nutritional needs & food choices when
selecting recipes, including when making
- Decisions about the ingredients, processes, cooking
methods & portion sizes. • develop the ability to review
and make improvements to recipes by amending them
to include the most appropriate ingredients, processes,
cooking methods, portion sizes
• manage the time & cost of recipes effectively
• use their testing & sensory evaluation skills,
- Adjusting where needed, to improve the recipe
during the preparation & cooking process
• explain, justify and present their ideas about their
chosen cooking methods to others
• make decisions about which techniques are
appropriate based on their understanding of nutrition,
food, different culinary traditions and cooking and food
preparation content in order and combine them into
appealing meals whilst evaluating the results.
Skill 7: Prepare, combine and shape

Food Prep Skills

Prepare, combine
and shape

Techniques





Roll. Wrap. Skewer. Mix. coat
layer meat, fish and alternatives
shape and bind wet mixtures (such as falafels, burgers, fish
cakes or meatballs)
demonstrate the technical skill of preventing cross
contamination and handling high risk foods correctly.

Skill 12: Setting mixtures
Food Prep Skills

Techniques

Removal of heat



Use protein

Set a mixture on heating such as…

Gelation . Use a starch to set a mixture on chilling for layered desserts such as custard.
Denatured. Coagulated protein in eggs.

yr10 BTEC Engineering
Section A – Making Processes
Cutting
Sawing: hacksaw, tenon saw, coping saw, bandsaw
Drilling: hand drill, battery drill, pillar drill, auger
Filing: flat file, half-round file, round file, square file,
dreadnought file, rasp

Shaping

Forming

Centre lathe: facing off, parallel turning,
taper turning, knurling, centre drilling,
boring, cutting threads

Casting: Die casting, sand
casting, investment casting

Milling: slot milling, edge milling,
shoulder milling, drilling, profiling, CNC
milling

Forging: Drop forging, upset
forging, press forging, cold
forging

Joining
33
Fabrication: Soft soldering,
silver soldering, MIG
welding, TIG welding,
MMA welding, oxyacetelene welding, brazing

Shearing: scissors, guillotine, tin snips, blanking and piercing

Section B –Equipment Diagrams

Centre Lathe

Section C – Characteristics of materials

CONDUCTIVITY

is the ability of a material to conduct heat
or electrical energy

STRENGTH

is the ability of a material to withstand a
force without breaking or bending

TENSILE
STRENGTH

is the ability of a material to withstand
forces stretching it from side to side.

MALLEABILITY

Lathe

DUCTILITY

is the ability of a material to deform, usually
by stretching along its length

HARDNESS

is the ability of a material to resist wear,
scratching and indentation

TOUGHNESS

is the ability of a material to33
withstand
blows or sudden shocks without breaking

DURABILITY

is the ability of a material to withstand
wear, especially as a result of weathering

Milling Machine

Pillar Drill

Pillar drill

Sand casting

is the ability of a material to permanently
deform in all directions without cracking

Year 10 Construction Summer Term 1
Unit 2 LA Maths
Section A - Area
Formula
Example
Area of a rectangle
=WxL
It is expressed as
square units e.g.
6m
mm ₂, cm₂, m ₂

Trigonometry Rules

Converting Units
Move 3 DP

Move 2 DP

Move 1 DP

Trigonometry involves three ratios - sine, cosine and tangent which
are abbreviated to sin, cos and tan
It is used to work out the angles or lengths of the sides of a right
90°
x
angled triangle

4m

4m x 6m =10m₂

Compound shapes
can be divided into
several parts.

0.4m
Worked Examples

10cm
30cm

Before we start, All
units must be the
Same. Where there
are mixed units they 1) Make all units the
must be converted –
same
see red box
e.g 0.4m = 40cm
The beam, in this
example has been
divided into three
parts. Each part can
be calculated and
then added
together.

2) 40x 10 = 400cm₂ x 2
= 800cm₂
3) 30x10 =300cm₂
4) 800cm₂ + 300cm₂
=1100cm₂
Or 11m₂

The area of circle is
calculated using the
formula 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟 2

Move 13DP

Move 2 DP

Move 1 DP

Section B -Volume

Formula

Example

For 3D shapes we
calculate the internal
space. This is called
volume

Volume of cuboid = L
x W x H
Volume of a cylinder
= 𝜋r² x h

R=20 h =40
3.14x20² = 1256
x 40 = 50,240mm³

h

r=20mm

or 5024cm
or 50.24m³

Use the diagram below to work out which operation to perform

Take 𝜋 as 3.14

Area =
½ (base x height)

3.14 x 20² = 1245mm²

Useful websites

If a = 4 m and b = 3m
Area = ½ (3 x 4) = 6 m2

https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/trigonometry.html
https://www.khanacademy.org
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z98jtv4/revision/1
You can access more maths sites via the TLES website
Blended Learning Portal

a
b
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
C – Logical Operators

A – Programming Vocabulary
Keyword

Definition

Array

A data structure that holds multiple items of data and can form a table as a 2D array allowing the storage of records

Variable

A storage for a single item of data that can change

Constant

Storage for an item of data that cannot change

Casting

Changing the data type of a variable, input or data item into another data type e.g. string to integer, integer to float

Iteration

The programming construct of looping that can either be definite; fixed length or indefinite; based on a condition being
TRUE/FALSE

Selection

The programming construct of using conditional statements to select code depending on the result of the conditions

Sequence

The programming construct of lines of code or algorithm that follow on and are processed one after another

B – Writing to Files
The code will create a TEXT file in your H: drive called
“Y12CompFile.txt”, and it will store what ever text is typed in via the
input command.
The program uses two VARIABLES, one called FILEOBJECT to store the
FileName and one called TEXTTOADD which holds the information
that is going to be written to the file

“open” Command
The open command can be used in two ways:

When given the ‘w’ property it will create a new file and write to it:
However if a file already has been created, the ‘a’ property will APPEND to
the end of the file.
The code above will then read in the full file and store it in the
variable FileObject. The following command on the next line will then
read each of the lines one at a time and then print each line.

“read” Command
Other examples of the read command are::

Operator

TRUE

FALSE

==
Equal to

12 == 12

12 == 23

>
Greater
than

12 > 3

19 > 25

<
Less Than

7 < 10

32 < 2

>=
Greater or
equal to

5 >= 5

5 >= 4

<=
Less than
or equal to

11 <= 14

16 <= 10

D – TCP/IP Stack

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
A – Using Visualisation Diagrams

B – Tools to Present Data

A wireframe is a
blueprint for a screen of
page. They show the
layout and elements
that will make up a
screen
• Can be a sketch
• Can be computer
generated (allows
editing and sharing)

When data has been stored and processed, the results have to be presented and the tool to do
this depends on:
• What information is to be presented
• How it is to be presented (the distribution channel)
• The objectives that were defined in the initiation phase

After a wireframe you may produce a mock-up that may
or may not have working parts
• Must be realistic as possible
• Show where components go
• Have attention to detail
• Easily readable
• Be flexible so it can change

SPREADSHEETS
Graphs and charts can be
produced

A wide range of formulas
can be used

Formulas that cell reference
incorrectly will not give the
correct result

DATABASES
Reports can be created to
present the results of
queries

Queries and reports
automatically update when
new data is added

An incorrect query can
produce incorrect results

WORD PROCESSOR
Access to headers and
footers is quick and easy

Mail merge can be used to
create personalised
documents

Templates are limited to the
types of publications
available

PRESENTATION
Visualisation diagrams are
rough drawings or sketches of
what the final product would
look like.
• Can only be static – e.g.
nothing with a timeline like a
video
• Can be created to help client
understand numerical data
like a chart or graph

Can include a range of
multimedia such as text,
images and video

Can link to other files or
web links to allow live
resources during presenting

Animations can distract and
could cheapen the look of
the presentation

DESK TOP PUBLISHER
Drag and drop can be used
to place images and other
components precisely

Frames can be used to
position text and images in
the document

Can be difficult to change
templates to personalise
unless an experienced user

Business - COMPONENT 2 –
Planning for and Pitching an Enterprise Activity
•

Aims
Goods and Services

Learning Aim A Explore ideas and plan for a micro-enterprise activity

Financial Aims

All entrepreneurs need to know
what goods and services they’re
going to sell and be sure they’re
going to meet their customers
wants and needs (market
research is a must here!)

Plans that involve money based targets are financial
aims because they involve the enterprises finances.
Examples are ‘to make a profit’ and
to ‘achieve break even’.

Non-financial Aims
These are not linked money based targets, but are linked
to other aspects of the enterprise such as strengthening
brand image, building relationships with customers and
suppliers or operating ethically.

All aims should be SMART:
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound.

The costings (fixed &
variable) and pricing
carefully to make sure
they break even (at least!)

The features,
benefits and USPs
of all its products
and services!

An
enterprise
must plan…
Around their competitions.
• What are their
competitors?
• What do they offer?
• What are their prices?
• How will we compete?

Pricing models to
encourage potential
customers!
 Skimming
 Penetration
 Cost Plus
 Competition based

Hair and Beauty
Section A
Head,
face and
as well as hair
and performing
facial features
Factors
that body
need shape
to be considered
before
hairContr
services
Consultation should take place, this helps you understand the
needs of the client.
You need to analyse the head, face and body shape
hair and facial features
Contra-indications
Lifestyle
culture and trend
These are called influencing factors

Density - is the number of hairs in an area of the head. Some
people have many hairs and some people have very few
Elasticity –checks the condition of the cortex, the tensile strength
of the hair. When you take an elastic band and stretch it, it will
return back to its natural state. Hair in its wet state is more elastic
than it is when dry.
Porosity- Hair with low porosity is harder to process, and is
resistant to chemicals, hair with high porosity readily absorbs and
releases moisture easily
Hair pull test – to determine if there is excessive hair loss

Hairstyling techniques
Wet styling
Blowing drying
Setting
Pin curling
Finger drying
Dry styling
Straightening and smoothing
Curling
Hair up

Products used in hair styling

A contra-indication is something that could prevent or limit a
service.
Examine your client’s scalp and hair and look for adverse skin,
scalp and hair conditions such as:
• Poor hair porosity • Head lice • A dry flaky scalp • Open wounds
• Cuts • Hair loss • Growth patterns
Lifestyle is very important to consider and can include jobs, leisure
activities, time, budget and trend

Section B
Mousse/ gel /lotion/serum / wax -Substances used to set or style
hair.
Hairsprays - A holding spray to hold it in place and add shine.
Heat protector – a product that reduces damage to your hair
when used before heat styling.
Hair mask - A product applied to the hair as a specialised
treatment to deep condition

Health and safety at work act – To ensure all employees and
clients are safe, salon hazards and dangers, PPE, report accidents
and faulty equipment.
COSHH – products should be handles, stored and disposed of
correctly e.g. peroxide, tints, relaxing chemicals and anything that
is poisonous, flammable or toxic
PPE – protect employees and clients from injuries and damage to
clothing.
Fire precautions workplace regulations – have regular fire drills
and evacuation plan if a fire occurs.

Section C

Section D

Factors to consider when applying
make up

Nail techniques
Make up techniques

Skin type
Skin conditions
Age
Occasion / clothing
Face shape
Imperfections
Check for contra indications

Contouring
Highlighting
Blending
Airbrushing

Factors to consider before a nail service
Nail shape
Nail length
Contra indications

Painting
Nail art
Paraffin wax manicure
Shellac / Gel
Acrylic
French manicure
Airbrushing
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Health and Social Care RO25 Understanding life stages
Maryam is 75 years old and has dementia. She lives on her own

In order to produce a support plan a health and
social care professional would need to gather
certain information.

A support plan sets out how

Personal information (name/date of birth/
address/phone number/ religion)

needs will be met. The

after the death of her husband three years ago. Three months
ago she had a stroke and was admitted to hospital. She has
right side paralysis and has very limited speech. She is receiving
speech therapy for this. Her main forms of communication are
using objects of reference and gesticulating. She has one son

Information about next of kin (name/ address /
telephone number/ relationship)

a person’s care and support

process is in place to decide
the best way to meet a

and one daughter, both children live in Manchester and only

Medical history

person’s needs and

visit her once a month.

TASK:

considers a number of

Create an information sheet for the case study
Maryam and ensure that it contains the
information mentioned above. Her address and
phone number you can make up!

different things. It looks at

Before she is discharged from hospital Maryam has to have a
review from the hospital social worker to see what support is

needed to be put in place before she can go home.
When the social worker visits Maryam the ward is very busy

what the individual wants to
achieve, what they can do

and it is visiting time. The social worker discusses Maryam’s
financial and family situation speaking very loudly so that

for themselves, what

Maryam can hear her. Maryam is tired and struggles to hear

support they already have

and understand what the social worker is saying. The social
worker then expects Maryam to sign some forms to say she has
understood all the information.

1.

2.

3.

Do you think the social worker communicated
with Maryam clearly, sensitively and
appropriately? Give reasons for your answer.
How could the social worker improve
communication and make it more effective.

In Unit RO22 you studied ways to communicate
effectively with individuals with specific needs.
Explain how you would communicate with
Maryam and ensure that she understood what
you were saying?

Task: In a table you need to create a support
plan to help Maryam with the following tasks.
• Daily physical tasks and routines for e.g.
having a wash and getting dressed.
• Intellectual/language needs for e.g. speech
therapy appointments and exercises.
Expressing her needs
• Emotional/social needs: missing her family
bereavement issues
• Spiritual needs: Religious and cultural
requirements

and what support might be

available to help them.
A support plan will change
through the life stages.
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